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About This Manual
The L-series RVUs of the HPE NonStop software run on the Intel® x86 processor-based HPE
Integrity NonStop BladeSystems and use InfiniBand for the system interconnect fabric. The
H-series and J-series RVUs of the NonStop software run on the Intel®Itanium® processor-based
NonStop servers and use ServerNet for the system interconnect fabric (H-series runs on NonStop
NS-Series servers; J-series runs on NonStop NS2x00 servers and NonStop BladeSystems).
Differences between the L-series and H- and J-series RVUs are due mainly to architectural
differences between the HPE NonStop Series/EPIC (TNS/E) and the HPE Integrity NonStop X
(TNS/X) platforms. The x86 processor uses a different instruction set at the hardware level.
Therefore, new compilers and tools have been designed to create application codefiles that will
execute on the TNS/X platform.
This manual describes changes required to migrate a program from an H- or J-series RVU to
the latest L-series RVU. The manual covers the following migration paths:

• Migrating H- or J-series TNS/E native programs to the TNS/X native environment on an
L-series RVU

• Migrating H- or J-series TNS programs to the TNS environment on an L-series RVU
This manual does not describe the conversion of TNS programs to TNS/X native mode. For
information on conversion to native mode, see the TNS/E Native Application Conversion Guide
and this manual.
The manual assumes that your programs run on the H06.07 or higher H-series RVU or the J06.03
or higher J-series RVU of the NonStop operating system. The manual also assumes that the
programs can be compiled successfully using the compilers from the H06.24 or higher H-series
RVU or from the J06.13 or higher RVU. If you are on an earlier RVU, you can still migrate to the
L-series but you might need to make changes that are not described in this manual.
The manual does not include changes required for middleware products, such as HPE NonStop
Transaction Management Facility (TMF) or subsystems, such as HPE NonStop TCP/IP. For
information about other products, see the product or subsystem documentation and the release
documentation.

Supported Release Version Updates (RVUs)
This manual supports L15.02 and all subsequent L-series RVUs until otherwise indicated in a
replacement publication.

Intended Audience
This manual is intended for programmers who are migrating their H- or J-series TNS/E native
applications to the L-series TNS/X native environment or for programmers who are migrating
their H- or J-series TNS applications to the L-series TNS environment.

New and Changed
Changes the L15.08 RVU Manual (742933-002R)

Updated Hewlett Packard Enterprise references.

Changes to the L15.08 RVU Manual (742933-002)
Added new Guardian return values in “Procedures Having New Return Values” (page 54).

Supported Release Version Updates (RVUs) 7



Organization of This Manual
The sections in this manual you should read depend on which migration path you are following.

• “Migration Overview” (page 11), provides an introduction to the L-series TNS/X and TNS
development and execution environments and gives an overview of how they differ from the
H- or J-series environments. This section should be read by all users.

• The following sections are intended for programmers who are migrating their H- or J-series
TNS/E native applications to the L-series TNS/X native environment:

◦ “The TNS/X Native Development Environment” (page 17)

◦ “TNS/X Native Architecture Features” (page 27)

◦ “General Native Programming Issues” (page 31)

◦ “Native C and C++ Migration Tasks” (page 36)

◦ “Native COBOL Migration Tasks” (page 46)

◦ “pTAL Migration Tasks” (page 49)

◦ “Guardian API Migration Tasks” (page 52)

• “Where to Go for Assistance” (page 55), explains how to get help with application migration
issues. This section should be read by all users.

• “Independent Product Migration Tasks” (page 58), provides an overview of the changes
required to migrate:

◦ HPE NonStopCORBA® applications

◦ HPE NonStop Server for Java 7 applications

• “Migrating TNS Applications to L-Series RVUs” (page 60), is intended for programmers who
are migrating their H- or J-series TNS applications to the L-series TNS environment.

• “Reporting Compiler Problems” (page 68), discusses problems that might arise when
compiling C/C++ and pTAL programs at higher optimization levels.

Notation Conventions
General Syntax Notation

This list summarizes the notation conventions for syntax presentation in this manual.
UPPERCASE LETTERS

Uppercase letters indicate keywords and reserved words. Type these items exactly as shown.
Items not enclosed in brackets are required. For example:
MAXATTACH

Italic Letters

Italic letters, regardless of font, indicate variable items that you supply. Items not enclosed
in brackets are required. For example:
file-name

Computer Type

Computer type letters indicate:
• C and Open System Services (OSS) keywords, commands, and reserved words. Type

these items exactly as shown. Items not enclosed in brackets are required. For example:
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Use the cextdecs.h header file.

• Text displayed by the computer. For example:
Last Logon: 14 May 2006, 08:02:23

• A listing of computer code. For example
if (listen(sock, 1) < 0)
{
perror("Listen Error");
exit(-1);
}

Bold Text

Bold text in an example indicates user input typed at the terminal. For example:
ENTER RUN CODE

?123
CODE RECEIVED:      123.00

The user must press the Return key after typing the input.
[ ] Brackets

Brackets enclose optional syntax items. For example:
TERM [\system-name.]$terminal-name

INT[ERRUPTS]

A group of items enclosed in brackets is a list from which you can choose one item or none.
The items in the list can be arranged either vertically, with aligned brackets on each side of
the list, or horizontally, enclosed in a pair of brackets and separated by vertical lines. For
example:
FC [ num  ]
   [ -num ]
   [ text ]

K [ X | D ] address

{ } Braces
A group of items enclosed in braces is a list from which you are required to choose one item.
The items in the list can be arranged either vertically, with aligned braces on each side of the
list, or horizontally, enclosed in a pair of braces and separated by vertical lines. For example:
LISTOPENS PROCESS { $appl-mgr-name }
                  { $process-name  }

ALLOWSU { ON | OFF }

| Vertical Line
A vertical line separates alternatives in a horizontal list that is enclosed in brackets or braces.
For example:
INSPECT { OFF | ON | SAVEABEND }

… Ellipsis
An ellipsis immediately following a pair of brackets or braces indicates that you can repeat
the enclosed sequence of syntax items any number of times. For example:
M address [ , new-value ]…

 - ] {0|1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8|9}…

An ellipsis immediately following a single syntax item indicates that you can repeat that syntax
item any number of times. For example:
"s-char…"

Notation Conventions 9



Punctuation
Parentheses, commas, semicolons, and other symbols not previously described must be
typed as shown. For example:
error := NEXTFILEN.A.ME ( file-name ) ;

LISTOPENS SU $process-name.#su-name

Quotation marks around a symbol such as a bracket or brace indicate the symbol is a required
character that you must type as shown. For example:
"[" repetition-constant-list "]"

Item Spacing
Spaces shown between items are required unless one of the items is a punctuation symbol
such as a parenthesis or a comma. For example:
CALL STEPMOM ( process-id ) ;

If there is no space between two items, spaces are not permitted. In this example, no spaces
are permitted between the period and any other items:
$process-name.#su-name

Line Spacing
If the syntax of a command is too long to fit on a single line, each continuation line is indented
three spaces and is separated from the preceding line by a blank line. This spacing
distinguishes items in a continuation line from items in a vertical list of selections. For example:
ALTER [ / OUT file-spec / ] LINE

   [ , attribute-spec ]…

Hypertext Links
Blue text is used to indicate a hypertext link within text. By clicking a passage of text highlighted
in blue , you are taken to the location described. For example:
To begin this document, see Chapter 1: “Migration Overview”.
These links are usually, but not always, followed by a page number.

Publishing History

PublishedProduct VersionPart Number

November 2015N.A.742933-002R

August 2015N.A.742933-002

February 2015N.A.742933-001
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1 Migration Overview
This section introduces the L-series development and execution environments and provides a
summary of the tasks required to migrate an application from the H- or J-series environment to
the L-series environment. Topics are:

• “Introduction to the L-Series Application Environment”

• “H- or J-Series to L-Series Migration Paths”

• “L-Series Development Environments Overview”

• “Summary of Migration Tasks”

Introduction to the L-Series Application Environment
In most respects, the L-series application environment is similar to the H- and J-series application
environment.

What is Not Changing
The similarities between the H- and J-series and L-series application environments ease the
transition to the new platform and facilitate the migration of applications to the new environment.
Similarities include:

• A native development environment that is similar to the TNS/E native development
environment. The C, C++, COBOL, and pTAL languages are supported.

◦ TNS/X native development tools have all the same functionality as the TNS/E native
development tools. In some cases, the TNS/X tools have added functionality.

◦ The compilers support a 32-bit environment akin to that of TNS/E: 32-bit addresses are
sign extended into 64-bit addresses. This allows the 32-bit environment to run within
the context of x86 64-bit mode (in the same manner as on TNS/E).

◦ The compilers support a 64-bit environment for OSS applications akin to that of TNS/E.

◦ Full support for cross-compilation on the PC.

◦ In most cases, no source code changes are required to migrate TNS/E native mode
programs to TNS/X native mode.

◦ In most cases, the same changes are required to migrate TNS applications to TNS/X
native mode as to migrate them to TNS/E native mode.

◦ Full support for TNS/E cross compilers and linkers. You can compile and link, but not
execute, TNS/E native applications on an L-series RVU.

• A TNS development environment that is similar to the TNS development environment on H-
and J-series RVUs.

◦ Binary compatibility for TNS programs. Interpreted and accelerated execution modes
are supported.

◦ Full support for TNS development tools in the Guardian environment. You can continue
to develop TNS applications in the Guardian environment on an L-series RVU using
familiar tools. (TNS tools are not supported in the OSS environment on H-, J-, or L-series
RVUs. PC cross-compilation is not supported for TNS objects.)

◦ Support for FORTRAN language. A TNS FORTRAN compiler is provided, and FORTRAN
accelerated object files will run on the TNS/X platform, but to run accelerated they must
be accelerated by the L-series Object Code Accelerator for TNS/X (OCAX).

Introduction to the L-Series Application Environment 11



What is Changing
Differences between the H- and J-series and L-series development environments include:

• Although most of the development tools are similar to those in the TNS/E environment, some
of the TNS/X tools are invoked using different commands or options. For example, in the
Guardian environment, the command to invoke the TNS/X COBOL compiler is XCOBOL
instead of ECOBOL, which is used to invoke the TNS/E COBOL compiler. (The TNS/E
development tools are still available on L-series RVUs so you can compile and link, but not
execute, TNS/E native applications on an L-series RVU.)

• Different debugging tools are provided on L-series RVUs: Native Inspect (xinspect) and
NonStop Development Environment for Eclipse (NSDEE) for TNS/X native programs; Inspect
for TNS programs. Visual Inspect (VI) is not supported on L-series RVus; for native debugging,
VI has been replaced by NSDEE.

• TNS/X public libraries have different names than the TNS/E public libraries. See “TNS/X
Native Run-Time Libraries” (page 21) for details.

• The PC-based Enterprise Toolkit - NonStop Edition (ETK) development environment is not
supported on L-series RVUs; it has been replaced by NSDEE. NSDEE provides a wizard
based migration tool to help you convert ETK projects to equivalent NSDEE projects.

• Communication protocols that are not CLIM-based are not supported on L-series RVUs.
These include native SNAX, legacy IPv6, ATM, and X.25.

• NonStop TUXEDO applications are not supported on L-series RVUs.

• The TNS/R (MIPS) development environment (nld, nmc, nmcpp, nmcobol,...) is not supported
on L-series RVUs.

NOTE: If a program does any of the following, additional changes not described in this guide
will likely be required:
• Executes procedures that are not documented in standard NonStop documentation. (Most

procedures are documented in the Guardian Procedure Calls Reference Manual. That
manual also contains a list of other manuals that document available procedures.)

• Uses documented procedures, but passes parameters or options that are not documented
in the Guardian Procedure Calls Reference Manual.

• Uses privileged NonStop operating system interfaces.

• Accesses internal NonStop operating system data structures.

• Directly accesses the contents of NonStop operating system internal data files (for example,
USERID or CONFIG).

• Relies on behavior that is not documented in standard NonStop documentation.

H- or J-Series to L-Series Migration Paths
Both the H- and J-series and the L-series RVUs support native execution mode and TNS execution
modes (interpreted and accelerated). This results in these possible migration paths:

• Native mode on an H- or J-series RVU (TNS/E native mode) to native mode on an L-series
RVU (TNS/X native mode)

• TNS mode on an H- or J-series RVU to TNS mode on an L-series RVU
When migrating an H- or J-series TNS program to an L-series RVU, you can also convert the
program to native mode on the L-series RVU (TNS/X native mode). See “Converting TNS
Programs to TNS/X Native Mode” (page 13).
Additionally, the L-series RVUs support compilation and linking (but not execution) of TNS/E
native programs. You can compile and link TNS/E native programs on an L-series RVU, then
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transfer the object files to a TNS/E server for execution. However, the debugging of TNS/E native
snapshot files must be done on an H- or J-series RVU. The TNS/X debugger does not support
legacy snapshot files.
Following are descriptions of the migration paths.

TNS/E Native Mode to TNS/X Native Mode
If your applications are already running in TNS/E native mode, then migrating them to TNS/X
native mode on an L-series RVU is a simple matter, usually requiring only a recompilation using
a TNS/X native compiler. Due to architectural differences between the Itanium and x86 processors,
TNS/E native programs must be recompiled before they can be executed on an L-series RVU.
TNS/E native object code cannot be executed on an L-series RVU, and no interpreter or
accelerator is provided to emulate Itanium instructions on the L-series RVU.
Migrating a TNS/E native application to TNS/X native mode requires, in most cases, no source
code changes. For exceptions, see “NOTE” (page 12) and the few exceptions noted in subsequent
sections of this guide. The major changes in the TNS/X native environment are the replacement
of VI by NSDEE, new utility names, some new or changed parameters and options, and new
names for the public libraries that support TNS/X RVUs.

H- or J-Series TNS Mode to L-Series TNS Mode
While native mode offers many benefits, you are not required to convert your H- or J-series
Guardian TNS applications to TNS/X native mode to run them on an L-series RVU. You can
continue to run TNS object code and gain the performance benefits provided by Hewlett Packard
Enterprise software that has been converted to TNS/X native mode.
Like H- and J-series RVUs, L-series RVUs support both an interpreted mode and an accelerated
mode for executing TNS object files. L-series RVUs provide an interpreter for emulating TNS
object code and an accelerator for accelerating TNS code.
Accelerated TNS programs will run faster on TNS/X systems than will the same object executing
in accelerated mode on TNS/E systems.
The L-series RVUs continue to support the Guardian TNS compilers and tools. You can continue
to compile, run, and debug TNS applications on an L-series RVU in a familiar TNS environment.
The major changes in the TNS environment on L-series RVUs are that VI is on longer available
as a debugging tool, new utility names, and some new or changed parameters and options.
Most TNS programs that run on a H- or J-series RVU will run on an L-series RVU with no changes.
For exceptions, see “NOTE” (page 12) and the few exceptions noted in “Migrating TNS
Applications to L-Series RVUs” (page 60).
TNS execution is not supported in the OSS environment on H-, J-, or L-series RVUs. All OSS
TNS programs must be converted to TNS/X native mode to run on an L-series RVU. For details
on converting TNS programs to native mode, see the “Converting TNS Programs to TNS/X Native
Mode” (page 13).

Converting TNS Programs to TNS/X Native Mode
You can convert your H- or J-series TNS applications directly to TNS/X native mode. Converting
applications to TNS/X native mode provides a significant performance improvement over TNS
interpreted or accelerated mode.
Converting a TNS program to run in native mode is not covered in this guide. To do this
conversion, follow these steps:
1. Convert the TNS program to native mode on the TNS/E platform following the guidelines

given in the TNS/E Native Application Conversion Guide.
2. Migrate the TNS/E native program to the NonStop X system following the guidelines given

in this guide. In the vast majority of cases, migrating a program from TNS/E native mode to

H- or J-Series to L-Series Migration Paths 13



TNS/X native mode is a simple matter, requiring only a recompilation using a TNS/X native
compiler. In most cases, no source code changes are required.

This approach (migration in two steps) is recommended because it is simpler and less error-prone.
The H-, J-, and L-series OSS environments do not support TNS execution.

L-Series Development Environments Overview
The L-series RVUs provide compilers and development tools for both native TNS/X and TNS
compilation and execution. TNS/E native development tools are also provided, but for compiling
and linking only.

TNS/X Native Environment
The TNS/X native environment provides tools that enable you to develop programs that are fully
optimized for TNS/X systems. A "TNS/X native" program is a program that uses the process,
memory, and instruction set architecture that are native to 64-bit x86 processors. The TNS/X
native environment provides native mode development tools that have nearly identical functionality
to the TNS/E tools. Following are some general differences:

• Some of the TNS/X tools are invoked using different commands or options.

• TNS/X public libraries have different names. See “TNS/X Native Run-Time Libraries”
(page 21) for details.

• Different debugging tools are provided on L-series RVUs: xinspect and NonStop Development
Environment for Eclipse (NSDEE). Visual Inspect (VI) is not supported; VI has been replaced
by NSDEE.

• The TNS/X native debugger will not support legacy snapshot files.

• The PC-based Enterprise Toolkit - NonStop Edition (ETK) development environment is no
longer supported; it has been replaced by NSDEE on L-series RVUs. NSDEE provides a
wizard based migration tool to help you convert ETK projects to equivalent NSDEE projects.

• The TNS/R (MIPS) development environment (nld, nmc, nmcpp, nmcobol,...) is not supported
on L-series RVUs.

For additional details on these topics, see Chapter 2: “The TNS/X Native Development
Environment” (page 17).

Developing TNS/E Applications on a TNS/X RVU
TNS/E development tools are supported on TNS/X RVUs. You can compile and link TNS/E native
programs on a TNS/X RVU. However, you cannot execute TNS/E native object files, which consist
of Itanium instructions, on a TNS/X RVU. You must transfer the object files to a TNS/E RVU for
debugging and execution. For details and a list of TNS/E tools supported, see “Developing TNS/E
Native Programs on L-Series RVUs” (page 26).

NOTE: You cannot develop TNS/X native programs on a TNS/E RVU.

TNS Environment
The L-series RVUs provide similar compilers and tools as the H- and J-series RVUs. Major
differences between the H- and J-series and L-series TNS environments are:

• A new accelerator tool is provided. The L-series Object Code Accelerator for TNS/X (OCAX)
is used instead of the H- and J-series Object Code Accelerator (OCA). (OCA is still available
on L-series RVUs for accelerating TNS object files to be executed on a TNS/E RVU.)

• A new TNS viewer tool is provided. The L-series TNS Viewer for TNS/X (TNSVUX) is used
instead of the H- and J-series TNSVU. TNSVUX runs on TNS/X RVUs.
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• Several new Binder options are provided (see “Binder Utility” (page 63) for details).

• A different debugging tool is provided on L-series RVUs: Inspect. Visual Inspect (VI) is not
supported for debugging of TNS processes on L-series RVUs. L-series Inspect is used
instead of the H- and J-series Inspect for system-level debugging of TNS and SCOBOL
processes on L-series RVUs.

• The TNS debugger does not support legacy snapshot files.

• There is no EPTRACE equivalent on TNS/X.

• Embedded SQL (SQL/MP) must be recompiled using SQLCOMP.
For additional details on the L-series TNS development environment, see Appendix B: “Migrating
TNS Applications to L-Series RVUs” (page 60).

Summary of Migration Tasks
Following are summaries of the tasks required to migrate applications to an L-series RVU.

H- or J-Series (TNS/E) Native Mode to L-Series (TNS/X) Native Mode
In most cases, this is a simple procedure.
1. Verify that your program does not perform any privileged operations. If it does, consult the

resources described in Chapter 9: “Where to Go for Assistance” (page 55).
2. Verify that your program does not rely on the internal architecture of the TNS/E server

(primarily privileged operations and instruction-set architecture-specific items such as the
number of general registers and the size of a register save area). If it does, extensive rewriting
might be required. For assistance with these kinds of operations, consult the resources
described in Chapter 9: “Where to Go for Assistance” (page 55).

3. Determine if the following issues affect execution of your program and make any necessary
changes. See the appropriate page for more information.
• “TNS/X Compiler/Linker Changes That Might Require Program Changes” (page 31)

• “Adjusting For Increased DCT Limits” (page 32)
4. Resolve any source code variances. In most cases, no source changes are needed. Certain

changes are optional, and certain other changes are needed only in rare cases. See the
following sections for more information:
• Chapter 5: “Native C and C++ Migration Tasks” (page 36) for C and C+ changes

• Chapter 6: “Native COBOL Migration Tasks” (page 46) for COBOL changes

• Chapter 7: “pTAL Migration Tasks” (page 49) for pTAL changes

• Chapter 8: “Guardian API Migration Tasks” (page 52) for Guardian changes
5. Compile and link the program using the appropriate TNS/X native compiler and linker. (Some

TNS/X native compilers and the linker have different names but support most of the same
parameters.) See the following for details:
• C/C++ Programmer's Guide

• COBOL Manual for TNS/E and TNS/X Programs

• pTAL Reference Manual

• eld and xld Manual
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Note that the TNS/X public libraries have different names than the TNS/E public libraries.
See “TNS/X Native Run-Time Libraries” (page 21) for details.

6. If necessary, debug the program using a TNS/X native debugger. The debuggers have
changed on L-series RVUs. See “TNS/X Native Mode Debugging Tools” (page 23) for an
overview of the L-series debuggers.

H- or J-Series TNS Mode to L-Series TNS Mode
In the Guardian environment only, the L-series RVUs provide binary compatibility with the H-
and J-series for running TNS object files. Most TNS programs require no source code changes
or recompilation to run on an L-series RVU (for exceptions, see “NOTE” (page 12)). On L-series
RVUs, you can run TNS object files in interpreted mode or accelerated mode, but object files
must be accelerated by the Object Code Accelerator for TNS/X (OCAX) for accelerated execution.
The L-series Guardian environment supports the TNS C, C++, TAL, COBOL85, and FORTRAN
compilers, the Binder utility, and the Inspect debugger, enabling you to develop TNS applications
using familiar TNS tools.
The major changes in the L-series TNS development environment are:

• A new accelerator utility is provided. The L-series Object Code Accelerator for TNS/X (OCAX)
is used instead of the H- and J-series Object Code Accelerator for TNS/E (OCA).
See “Object Code Accelerator for TNS/X Utility” (page 64) for an overview of OCAX. For
more information, see the Object Code Accelerator for TNS/X (OCAX) Manual.

• A new TNS viewer tool is provided. The L-series TNS Viewer for TNS/X (TNSVUX) performs
the same role for OCAX-processed files as the H-series TNSVU performs for OCA-generated
files. TNSVUX runs on TNS/X systems.
See “TNS Viewer for TNS/X (TNSVUX) Tool” (page 66) for an overview of TNSVUX.

In addition to the preceding differences, the following issues might affect the execution of your
program. Determine if the following issue affects execution of your program and make any
necessary changes. See the appropriate page for more information.

• “Adjusting For Increased DCT Limits” (page 32)
The OSS environment does not support TNS execution. All OSS TNS programs must be migrated
to TNS/X native mode to run on an L-series RVU.
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2 The TNS/X Native Development Environment
The L-series RVUs support TNS/X native development and execution environments. The L-series
RVUs also support TNS/E native tools, although you cannot execute TNS/E object files on an
L-series RVU. This section contains the following topics:

• “TNS/X Native Execution Mode”

• “TNS/X Native Development Tools”

• “L-Series Common Run-Time Environment (CRE) Changes”

• “Developing TNS/E Native Programs on L-Series RVUs”

TNS/X Native Execution Mode
Like the H- and J-series environments, the L-series environment supports a native execution
mode for TNS/X native processes. TNS/X native compilers and tools are used to generate native
code that uses the process, memory, and instruction set architectures that are native to x86
processors. The L-series RVUs support native versions of C, C++, and COBOL as well as a
pTAL compiler. TNS/X native execution mode can be summarized as follows.

• Programs are generated by TNS/X compilers.

• Programs use TNS/X native process and memory architecture.

• Programs consist of TNS/X native object code.

• Code consists of x86-64 instructions. x86-64 instructions are executed directly on x86
processors.

• A TNS/X native program can contain only TNS/X native object code. Because of architectural
differences between the execution modes, interpreted object code, accelerated object code,
and native object code cannot be mixed in one program file.

TNS/X Native Development Tools
The L-series native development environment provides the tools used to compile, link, optimize,
and debug a program and the run-time libraries available to a program. These tools and libraries
include:

• C compiler

• C++ compiler

• COBOL compiler

• pTAL compiler

• C run-time library

• C++ library

• C standard headers

• C++ standard headers

• linker

• object file utility

• SQL compiler

• Data Definition Language (DDL)

• debugging tools

• Common Run-Time Environment (CRE)
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Table 1 compares the specific tools available in the TNS/E and TNS/X native environments.

Table 1 TNS/E Native and TNS/X Native Development Environments Comparison

TNS/X Native EnvironmentTNS/E Native EnvironmentTool

CCOMPCCOMPGuardian C compiler

c89, c99c89, c99OSS or Windows C compiler

CPPCOMPCPPCOMPGuardian C++ compiler

c89, c99c89, c99OSS or Windows C++ compiler

XCOBOLECOBOLGuardian COBOL compiler

xcobolecobolOSS or Windows COBOL compiler

XPTALEPTALGuardian pTAL compiler

xptaleptalWindows pTAL compiler1

xldeldPIC linker

rldrldloader

xnoftenoftobject file examination utility

Native Inspect (xinspect)Native Inspect (einspect)command line debugger

NSDEEVisual Inspect, NSDEEPC debugger

SQLCOMP, MXCMPSQLCOMP, MXCMPSQL compiler (Guardian)

c89 -Wsqlcomp, c89 -Wmxcmpc89 -Wsqlcomp, c89 -WmxcmpSQL compiler (OSS, PC)

DDLDDLData Definition Language

Available for C/C++. COBOL, and
pTAL languages

Available for C/C++, COBOL, and
pTAL languages

PC native mode cross compilers

NSDEENSDEE, Visual Inspect, or ETKIntegrated Development
Environments (IDEs)

1 The pTAL compilers do not run in the OSS environment.

TNS/X Native C/C++ Compilers
The L-series TNS/X native C/C++ compilers are nearly identical to the H- and J-series TNS/E
native C/C++ compilers, except that they produce object files consisting of x86-64 instructions
instead of Itanium instructions.

• The TNS/X native C compiler accepts C language source files that comply with either the
ISO/ANSI C Standard or Common Use C (sometimes called Kernighan and Ritchie C or
K&R C). The TNS/X native C compiler also accepts Hewlett Packard Enterprise language
extensions.

• The TNS/X native C++ compiler accepts C++ language source files. The TNS/X native C++
compiler accepts NonStop extensions and most C++ features in the ANSI base document
for the C++ standard (excluding export templates).

The TNS/X native C/C++ compilers can be run in the Guardian and OSS environments and on
the PC either at the Windows command prompt or as part of NSDEE. Note that a single run of
the compiler in the OSS environment and on the PC can compile multiple modules, some C and
some C++. In the Guardian environment, you can only compile one file.

• The CCOMP command runs the TNS/X native C compiler in the Guardian environment.

• The CPPCOMP command runs the TNS/X native C++ compiler in the Guardian environment.
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The command line syntax for the TNS/X native C/C++ compilers in the Guardian environment
is similar to that of the TNS/E native C/C++ compilers with a few exceptions. The options to
specify the target platform for the compilation have changed: you can specify TARGET TNS/E
or TARGET IPF to generate Itanium code or TARGET TNS/X or TARGET X86 to generate x86
code. TARGET TNS/R is no longer supported. The format of the TARGET option for L-series
RVUs is:
TARGET [ TNS/E | TNS/X | IPF | X86 ]

The default value for TARGET is that of the default platform (TNS/X on L-series RVUs).
In addition, the ELD option is replaced by the XLD option when the target is TNS/X.
The c89 and c99 commands run the TNS/X native C/C++ compilers in the OSS and Windows
environments.
The syntax of the TNS/X c89 and c99 commands are similar to that of the TNS/E c89 and c99
commands with a few exceptions. The options to specify the target platform for the compilation
have changed: you can specify -Wtarget=TNS/E or -Wtarget=ipf to generate Itanium code
or -Wtarget=TNS/X -Wtarget=x86 to generate x86 code. -Wtarget=TNS/R is no longer
supported. The format of the -Wtarget option for L-series RVUs is:
-Wtarget=[TNS/E | ipf | TNS/X | x86 ]

On OSS, the default target platform is the same as the host platform. On Windows, the default
for the L-series RVUs is TNS/X; the default for H- and J-series RVUs remains TNS/E.
In addition, the -Weld and -Weld_obey options are replaced by the -Wxld and -Wxld_obey
options when the target is TNS/X.
NSDEE allows you to run Windows-based cross compilers that enable you to compile and link
programs on a PC under the Windows operating system for execution on the NonStop server.
You can compile programs targeted for either the TNS/E or TNS/X RVU, copy the object files to
the appropriate NonStop server, and execute them in the Guardian and OSS environments. See
the C/C++ Programmer's Guide for details.
Most TNS/E native C/C++ programs can be compiled and run on an L-series RVU with no source
changes. Some programs might require minor changes as described in Chapter 5: “Native C
and C++ Migration Tasks” (page 36).
The H-, J-, and L-series RVUs support the VERSION2 and VERSION3 C++ dialects but do not
support the VERSION1 dialect. Only the VERSION3 dialect conforms to the ANSI and ISO
standards for C++.
VERSION3 is the default dialect on H-, J-, and L-series RVUs. You select VERSION2 through
a command line option. See “Native C and C++ Run-Time Library and Tools.h++ Migration Issues”
(page 43) for more information on converting to a different C++ dialect.

TNS/X Native COBOL Compiler
The TNS/X native COBOL compiler accepts COBOL language source files that comply with the
ISO/ANSI COBOL85 Standard. The TNS/X native COBOL compiler also accepts Hewlett Packard
Enterprise language extensions.
The TNS/X native COBOL compiler can be run in the Guardian and OSS environments and on
the PC either at the Windows command prompt or as part of NSDEE.
In the Guardian environment, the command to invoke the TNS/X COBOL compiler is XCOBOL.
The XCOBOL command line syntax is similar to that of the TNS/E ECOBOL command. The options
supported by XCOBOL are the same as ECOBOL, except the ELD option is replaced by the XLD
option.
In the OSS and Window environments, the command to invoke the TNS/X COBOL compiler is
xcobol. The xcobol command line syntax is similar to that of the TNS/E ecobol command.
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The options supported by xcobol are the same as ecobol, except the -Weld and -Weld_obey
options are replaced by the -Wxld and -Wxld_obey options.

TNS/X pTAL Compiler
L-series RVUs provide a pTAL compiler that is nearly identical to the pTAL compiler on H- or
J-series RVUs, except that it produces object files consisting of x86-64 instructions instead of
Itanium instructions and has a new command name. The TNS/X pTAL compiler can be run in
the Guardian environment and on the PC either at the Windows command prompt or as part of
NSDEE. The TNS/X pTAL compiler does not run in the OSS environment.
The command line syntax is similar to that of the TNS/E version. The XPTAL command runs the
compiler in the Guardian environment; the xptal command runs the compiler in the Windows
environment.
NSDEE enables you to compile and link programs on a PC. You can compile programs targeted
for the TNS/E or TNS/X RVU, then copy the object files to a NonStop server and execute them
in the Guardian environment.
Migrating a TNS/E pTAL program to TNS/X pTAL, in most cases, requires no source code
changes. Some programs might require minor source code changes as described in Chapter 7:
“pTAL Migration Tasks” (page 49).

Cross-Compiling on the PC
You can compile and link C, C++, pTAL, and COBOL programs on a PC running the Windows
operating system, either within NSDEE (see the documentation for the development environment
you are using) or from the Windows command prompt. The HPE Enterprise Toolkit - NonStop
Edition (ETK) is not supported on L-series RVUs. NSDEE provides a wizard based migration
tool to help you convert ETK projects to equivalent NSDEE projects. For NSDEE support, see
the NSDEE online help.

From the Windows Command Prompt
From the PC, you can target compilation for either the TNS/E native or TNS/X native environment,
then copy the object files to the appropriate NonStop system and execute them in the Guardian
and OSS environments. Table 2 shows the PC-based cross compilers. Note that for the C/C++
compilers, the default value of -Wtarget is tns/x; it is not required to be explicitly specified by
the user. (The installation location for the L-series compilers has L06.nn in the pathname.

Table 2 PC-Based Development Tools

Target Platform TNS/XTarget Platform TNS/ETool

c89.exe -Wtarget=tns/x orc89.exe -Wtarget=tns/e orNative C or C++ compiler
c99.exe -Wtarget=tns/xc99.exe -Wtarget=tns/e
(default)

xcobol.exeecobol.exeNative COBOL compiler

xptal.exeeptal.exepTAL compiler

xld.exeeld.exeNative PIC linker

xnoft.exeenoft.exeNative object file tool
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Using the NonStop Development Environment for Eclipse (NSDEE)
The HPE NonStop Development Environment for Eclipse (NSDEE) is a Windows-hosted Integrated
Development Environment (IDE) for NonStop applications. NSDEE supports building NonStop
applications locally using Windows-hosted cross compilers and tools, or remotely using compilers
and tools on a NonStop server. NSDEE also provides facilities for transferring source files and
binaries to and from NonStop systems as well as facilities for editing remote source files locally.
NSDEE also includes a separately installed integrated debugger that you can use to debug
TNS/X processes.
For more information about NSDEE, including RVU support, software requirements, and hardware
requirements, see the documentation for NSDEE that is integrated with the software. After you
install the software, you can access the documentation from the Eclipse Workbench help menu:
1. To access the Workbench help menu, select Help>Help Contents.
2. From the list of manuals, select the NonStop Development Environment for Eclipse User

Guide.
3. If you have installed NSDEE Core with Debugging, you can also select the NonStop

Development Environment for Eclipse Debugging Supplement from the list of manuals.

Using the NSDEE Migration Tool
If you are using the Enterprise Toolkit - NonStop Edition (ETK) on an H- or J-series RVU, you
must migrate to NSDEE for software development on an L-series RVU. ETK does not support
L-series RVUs. NSDEE provides a wizard based migration tool to help you convert ETK projects
to equivalent NSDEE projects.

Big-Endian Support in TNS/X Compilers
The TNS/X compiler code-generator provides big-endian support by utilizing byte- swap
instructions when reading user variables from memory and writing user variables to memory.
The Intel® 64 architecture provides both 32-bit and 64-bit byte-swap instructions (bswap32 and
bswap64). For 16-bit byte swaps, the code-generator uses a 16-bit rotate instruction.
Data (variables) stored in memory are always in their big-endian representation.
Compiler-generated temporaries, saved register values, and similar types of data are stored in
memory in their little-endian representation with no byte swaps required. The compiler can
optimize many of these byte-swap sequences, including performing byte swaps on constants at
compile-time.

TNS/X Native Run-Time Libraries
The major difference (apart from the instruction set) between run-time libraries on TNS/E systems
and on TNS/X systems is that the TNS/X libraries have different names, which might necessitate
changes to build scripts that specify the unabbreviated library names. For example, TNS/E public
DLLs in the Guardian name space use names prefixed with Z (32-bit mode) or Y (64-bit mode)
and suffixed by DLL. For TNS/X systems, these DLLs are prefixed by X (32-bit mode) or W (64-bit
mode) and suffixed by DLL.
Although the full names of the public libraries for TNS/X systems differ from their TNS/E
counterparts, the abbreviated names are the same for both. The abbreviated names allow the
libraries to coexist as needed to support cross compilation, while allowing build scripts to refer
to the libraries in a target-independent manner.
The new L-series libraries and the H- and J-series libraries they replace are listed in Table 3.
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Table 3 Comparison of H- and J-Series and L-Series Run-Time Libraries

Shared DLL
NameL-Series DLL NameH- and J-Series DLL Name

Abbreviated
Form

PCNSK1PCNSK1Library

-l coblibcobx.soXCOBDLLlibcob.soZCOBDLLCOBOL run-time
library

-l cobalibcobax.soXCOBADLLNot available: this
library is not used

Not available: this
library is not used

COBOL
arithmetic

on TNS/E
systems.

on TNS/E
systems.

-l crelibcrex.so(32-bit)XCREDLL
(32-bit)

libcre.so (32-bit)
libcrey.so (64-bit)

ZCREDLL (32-bit)
YCREDLL (64-bit)

Common
Run-Time
Environment
(CRE)

libcrew.so(64-bit)
WCREDLL
(64-bit)

-l crtllibcrtx.soXCRTLDLL
(32-bit)

libcrt.so (32-bit)
libcrtly.so (64-bit)

ZCRTLDLL
(32-bit)
YCRTLDLL
(64-bit)

C run-time library
libcrtw.so

WCRTLDLL
(64-bit)

-l cppclibcppcx.soXCPPCDLLlibcppc.soZCPPCDLLC++ VERSION2
standard
run-time library

-l cpp2libcpp2x.soXCPP2DLLlibcpp2.soZCPP2DLL

-l cppclibcppcx.so
(32-bit)

XCPPCDLL
(32-bit)

libcppc.so (32-bit)
libcpp3.so (32-bit)

ZCPPCDLL
(32-bit)
ZCPP3DLL
(32-bit)

C++ VERSION3
standard
run-time library

-l cpp3
libcpp3x.so
(32-bit)

XCPP3DLL
(32-bit)

libcppcy.so
(64-bit)

YCPPCDLL
(64-bit)

libcppcw.so
(64-bit)

WCPPCDLL
(64-bit)

libcpp3y.so
(64-bit)

YCPP3DLL
(64-bit)

libcpp3w.so
(64-bit)

WCPP3DLL
(64-bit)

libtlh7.soZTLH7DLLlibtlh7.so (32-bit)ZTLH7DLL
(32-bit)

Tools.H++ 7.0

1 The public DLLs reside in the Guardian file system but are shared by the Guardian and OSS environments.

For a VERSION2 link, use XCPPCDLL and XCPP2DLL (or libcppcx.so and libcpp2x.so). For a
VERSION3 link, use XCPPCDLL and XCPP3DLL (or libcppcx.so and libcpp3x.so) for 32-bit
applications, or WCPPCDLL and WCPP3DLL (or libcppcw.so and libcpp3w.so) for 64-bit
applications.
The appropriate libraries are referenced automatically when the compiler runs the linker using
the RUNNABLE option of CPPCOMP, or by default with c89/c99.

TNS/X Native Linker and Loader
The TNS/X native linker, xld, links one or more native position-independent code (PIC) linkfiles
(object files generated by the TNS/X native compilers or by xld) to produce a PIC loadfile. The
loadfile is either a program or a dynamic-link library (DLL), which can be loaded into memory
and executed. xld can also modify process attributes, such as HIGHPIN, of executable object
files and strip nonessential information from native object files.
xld runs in the Guardian and OSS environments and on the PC. xld syntax and capabilities
are nearly identical in the OSS and Guardian environment.
The PIC run-time loader, rld, works with the operating system to dynamically link and load PIC
loadfiles and their requisite DLLs into memory at execution time. You do not call rld directly (at
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the command prompt), but you can access it programmatically through the rld run-time linking
functions. See the eld and xld Manual and the rld Manual for more information about xld and
rld.

Comparing eld and xld
xld provides the same functionality and most of the same command line options as eld. Some
of the differences between xld and eld are:

• The rules for looking for public DLLs have changed to allow TNS/X tools and TNS/E tools
to exist in the same locations.

• The TNS/X native object file format differs from that of TNS/E native object files. See “TNS/X
Object File Format” (page 29) for more information.

• In the TNS/E case, eld looks for user-created DLLs in $SYSTEM.ZDLL and $SYSTEM.YDLL
(the latter for DLLs that are built for 64-bit processes). In the TNS/X case, those subvolumes
are still used by eld when it is doing a cross link. However for standard TNS/X links, xld
uses subvolumes named $SYSTEM.XDLL and $SYSTEM.WDLL, respectively, for this same
purpose.

Comparing TNS/E rld and TNS/X rld
TNS/X rld provides the same functionality as TNS/E rld. Some of the differences between
TNS/X rld and TNS/E rld are:

• The rules for looking for public DLLs have changed to allow TNS/X tools and TNS/E tools
to exist in the same locations.

• In the TNS/E case, rld looks for user-created DLLs in $SYSTEM.ZDLL and $SYSTEM.YDLL
(the latter for DLLs that are built for 64-bit processes). In the TNS/X case, those subvolumes
are still used by rld when it is doing a cross link. However for standard TNS/X links, rld
uses subvolumes named $SYSTEM.XDLL and $SYSTEM.WDLL, respectively, for this same
purpose.

Native Object File Tool
The TNS/X native object file utility, xnoft, reads and displays information about TNS/X native
object files (linkfiles and loadfiles). xnoft has similar syntax and functionality as the TNS/E
native object file utility, enoft. You can use xnoft to:

• Determine the names, addresses, and optimization level of procedures

• Display object code with corresponding source code

• List object file attributes

• List unresolved references
xnoft runs in the Guardian and OSS environments and on the PC. The xnoft syntax and
options are similar in these environments.

Comparing enoft and xnoft
The TNS/X xnoft tool supports most of the same options as the TNS/E enoft tool. The main
differences between xnoft and enoft is that the TNS/X native object file format differs from
that of TNS/E native object files. See “TNS/X Object File Format” (page 29) for more information.
xnoft cannot read and display information for TNS/E object files and vice versa.

TNS/X Native Mode Debugging Tools
L-series RVUs provide two debuggers for native mode debugging: Native Inspect (xinspect)
and NSDEE. Visual Inspect is not available on L-series RVU; it has been replaced by NSDEE.
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The Inspect debugger is available on L-series RVUs, but can be used only for debugging TNS
processes.

Native Inspect
Native Inspect (xinspect) is a command-line symbolic debugging tool that can be used for
debugging TNS/X native processes and snapshot files. It can be used for source statement level
debugging as well as machine-level debugging. Native Inspect supports debugging of C/C++,
pTAL, and COBOL programs. The command name for Native Inspect for TNS/X systems is
xinspect.
NSDEE Core with Debugging integrates Native Inspect, allowing you to use the graphical user
interface provided by NSDEE to debug TNS/X programs and processes.
The Native Inspect syntax is based on the Open Software Foundation GDB debugger, a tool that
is widely used throughout the industry and is familiar to many application developers. The primary
advantage of Native Inspect is that it provides enhanced scripting support in the form of the Tool
Command Language (TCL), a widely used scripting language, which enables you to automate
many of your debugging tasks. The library of TCL commands provided with xinspect is similar
to that with einspect; it provides syntax similar to legacy Inspect commands.
Native Inspect supports the debugging of position-independent code (PIC) (all TNS/X native
code is PIC).

Comparing einspect and xinspect
The TNS/X xinspect tool supports most of the same options as the TNS/E einspect tool.
Some of the differences between xinspect and einspect are:

• Different register set: x86 register set instead of the Itanium register set.

• xinspect will display the x86 disassembly output in the AT&T format. The default is AT&T.

• xinspect supports the creation and analysis of Snapshot2 files; will create (but not analyze)
legacy snapshot files if invoked as the debugger of last resort.

• The xinspect custom startup file is named XINSCSTM instead of EINSCSTM.

• New qualifiers have been added to the standard GDB format specifier (FMT) to allow the
user to control the endianity of the displayed output: + (big endian) or – (little endian).

• The xinspectmemory access breakpoint (MAB) differs from the einspect implementation
in the following manner:

◦ Read-only access is unsupported.

◦ Arbitrary lengths over which an MAB is set, is unsupported. On TNS/E, the length is
arbitrary with the maximum being up to 16KB. On TNS/X, the length must be 1, 2, 4 or
8 bytes.

◦ Unaligned start addresses are unsupported. The start address must be length aligned.

xinspect will issue an error if these unsupported features are specified.

• On the TNS/X platform, two new Run-Time Checking (RTC) libraries are available for memory
leak detection; the libraries are named xrtcdll for 32-bit mode and wrtcdll for 64-bit
mode. These libraries are installed in the same locations as their TNS/E counterparts:
$SYSTEM.SYSnn. The commands for invoking the RTC libraries on the TNS/X platform
are similar to those used on the TNS/E platform.
For the Guardian environment, use the RUND command or the debug run option:

rund hello32 /lib $system.sysnn.xrtcdll/32-bit mode:

hello32 /debug, lib $system.sysnn.xrtcdll/
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rund hello64 /lib $system.sysnn.wrtcdll/64-bit mode:

hello64 /debug, lib $system.sysnn.wrtcdll/

For the OSS environment, use run with the -debug flag:

run –debug –lib=/G/system/sysnn/xrtcdll hello3232-bit mode:

run –debug –lib=/G/system/sysnn/wrtcdll hello6464-bit mode:

$system.sysnn names the Guardian cold load subvolume; nn is an octal integer 00 through
77. /G/system/sysnn is the OSS representation of that name.
The RUNV command is no longer available because Visual Inspect is not supported on
L-series RVUs.

Switching Debuggers During a Debugging Session
The L-series debuggers, Native Inspect and Inspect, allow you to switch from one debugger to
another while debugging a process. The ability to switch debuggers can be useful in situations
such as:

• A TNS mode program automatically enters the debug state under control of Native Inspect.
Since Native Inspect does not support TNS mode debugging, you would likely want to switch
to Inspect.

See the Native Inspect Manual and the Inspect Manual for details.

INSPECT Attribute Changes
The INSPECT process attribute determines the default debugger for a process. The debugger
selected depends on the platform (TNS/E or TNS/X), execution mode (native or TNS), and
debugger availability. See “Process Attributes” (page 28) for a comparison of INSPECT attribute
behavior on TNS/E and TNS/X platforms.

Debugging at Optimization Levels
The TNS/X native C, C++, COBOL, and pTAL compilers, support three levels of optimization —
0, 1 (the default), and 2. Use optimization level 0 or 1 until you have debugged your program
and then use optimization level 1 (if you still want full debugging capability) or 2.
You can run the TNS/X native debugger (Native Inspect) on code compiled at optimization level
2. However, the ability to set breakpoints, step through code, and perform certain other operations
is limited. For more details on how optimization impacts symbolic debugging, see the Native
Inspect Manual.

L-Series Common Run-Time Environment (CRE) Changes
The L-series Common Run-Time Environment (CRE) is unchanged from the H- and J- series
with the exception that the L-series libraries have different names, which might necessitate
changes to build procedures that specify the libraries. For more details, see “TNS/X Native
Run-Time Libraries” (page 21).

L-Series Code Profiling Utility Changes
The L-series Profile Merge Utility (profmrg) and Code Cover Utility (codecov) determine, based
on their input files, whether the application is for TNS/E or TNS/X. The differences for L-series
RVUs are:
• The compiler no longer generates a static profiling information (SPI) file for codecov.

• When you specify-l pgo when invoking the linker directly, you must also specify a link file
named pgoa (or pgo.a for OSS and Windows-hosted compilations).
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The profiling data files created during instrumentation (profgen/codecov) by TNS/X applications
are not compatible or interchangeable with those created by instrumented TNS/E applications.

Developing TNS/E Native Programs on L-Series RVUs
TNS/E development tools are supported on L-series RVUs. Using these tools, you can compile
and link TNS/E native programs on an L-series RVU, then transfer the object files to an H- or
J-series RVU for execution. The TNS/E object files cannot be executed on an L-series RVU.
Table 4 shows the TNS/E tools that are available on L-series RVUs.

Table 4 TNS/E Tools in L-Series

DescriptionTool

TNS/E or TNS/X Guardian native C compilerCCOMP

TNS/E or TNS/X Guardian native C++ compilerCPPCOMP

TNS/E Guardian native COBOL compilerECOBOL

TNS/E Guardian pTAL compilerEPTAL

TNS/E or TNS/X OSS or Windows C/C++ compilerc89
c99

TNS/E OSS or Windows COBOL compilerecobol

TNS/E Windows pTAL compiler1eptal

TNS/E native PIC linkereld

TNS/E native object file utilityenoft
1 The TNS/E pTAL compiler does not run in the OSS environment.

NOTE: To compile a TNS/E native object with CCOMP, CPPCOMP, c89 or c99, you must
specify the target as TNS/E; the default target on L-Series RVUs is TNS/X.

In addition to these tools, all required TNS/E native run-time libraries and header files are also
available on L-series RVUs. This enables you compile and link TNS/E native programs on an
L-series RVU, then deploy and execute them on the desired TNS/E RVU.
The following command flags and pragmas are provided to specify the target platform and H- or
J-series RVU:

TARGET TNS/E, RVU H06.nn, RVU J06.nnGuardian CCOMP and CPPCOMP commands

-Wtarget=TNS/e, -WRVU=H06.nn, -WRVU=J06.nnOSS, PC c89 andc99 commands

The existence of these tools and libraries on L-series RVUs enables you to use a single platform,
the TNS/X platform, to develop both TNS/E and TNS/X applications. You can save time by moving
some of your development work, such as time-consuming compilations, to an L-series RVU while
continuing to use your H- or J-series RVUs for testing or production runs.
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3 TNS/X Native Architecture Features
This section describes the TNS/X native architecture features and highlights the differences
between the TNS/X native architecture and TNS/E native architecture.
This section contains these topics:

• “TNS/X Native Process Environment”

• “TNS/X Object File Format”

• “Signals on L-Series RVUs”

• “Dynamic-Link Libraries (DLLs)”

TNS/X Native Process Environment
The TNS/X native process environment includes:

• “TNS/X Native Processes”

• “Process Attributes”

• “Process Organization”

• “Data Segments”

• “Code Segments”

TNS/X Native Processes
A native process—a process that runs in native mode—consists entirely of native-compiled
instructions. Those instructions are Itanium instructions on a TNS/E system and x86-64 instructions
on a NonStop X system. A native process is initiated by executing a native program. Unlike TNS
processes, native processes do not use or emulate TNS architecture-specific constructs, such
as TNS registers or 16-bit addressing.
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Process Attributes
The INSPECT attribute on L-series RVUs selects one of the L-series debuggers, as shown in
the following table. For each process type and INSPECT setting, the table shows the debuggers
in the order selected, depending on debugger availability.

INSPECT OFFINSPECT ON

Native Inspect1. Visual Inspect1

2. Native Inspect

H- or J-series Native Processes

Native InspectNative InspectL-series Native Processes
1 Visual Inspect requires the existence of a matching client connection.

Process Organization
Executable code for a TNS/X native process is contained in the following objects:

• The initial program of the process, called user code. This code is read from the program file.

• Dynamic-link libraries (DLLs). These include:

The system library, which contains system-related procedures and operating system
code that is accessible by the process using system procedure calls. The system library
consists of a set of implicit DLLs.

◦

◦ Public DLLs supplied by Hewlett Packard Enterprise, such as the C run-time library.

◦ Ordinary DLLs, supplied by Hewlett Packard Enterprise or you (a native User Library,
UL, is an ordinary DLL)

When a process is created, it occupies space in virtual memory. The following paragraphs discuss
the basic organization of a process in terms of code spaces, which are associated with the objects
in the preceding list, and data spaces.

Code Segments
A process has distinct code segments that contain executable code. The code segments on
TNS/X processors are:

• UC (user code)

• UL (DLL user library)

• public DLLs

• Implicit DLLs

• ordinary DLLs

NOTE: For historical reasons, UC and UL segments are sometimes identified as UCr and ULr.

Data Segments
When a process is created, several data segments are allocated for its use.
A native process includes the following data segments

• An optional global constant-data segment (by default, the constant data reside within the
globals-heap segment)

• A globals-heap segment, containing program global data and, optionally, a 32-bit addressable
heap

• A main stack segment for executing nonprivileged procedures
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• A privileged stack segment for executing privileged procedures

• Optional program-allocated user stack segments (for signal handling or multithreading)

• Zero or more DLL data segments, used for global instance data owned by each DLL

• A gateway segment for each program or DLL loadfile that includes callable procedures (that
is, procedures that promote to privileged mode on entry).

• A process file segment (PFS), used by the operating system

• Optional program-allocated data segments (selectable or flat segments)

• In a 64-bit OSS process, a 64-bit addressable heap
In OSS processes, the argument and environment strings reside in the global-heap segment
between globals and heap.
A native stack segment (main, privileged or user) contains two or three separate areas. The
high-address end of the segment is the origin of the memory stack area, which grows downward
(towards smaller addresses) as procedures are called and allocate their stack space. Below that
area is an unmapped guard area of at least one 16-KB page, to catch stack overflow. The Itanium®
processors of a TNS/E system utilize a Register Stack Engine (RSE); the low-address end of a
stack segment contains the RSE backing store, growing upward (toward higher addresses). On
TNS/X systems, there is no RSE; the guard area is at the low-address end of the stack segment.
The memory and (for TNS/E) RSE stack areas grow automatically as needed in the main stack.
By default, the main-stack memory area is limited to 2 MB; a higher limit can be specified by a
linker command, a process-creation parameter, or an explicit call within the process. The upper
bound to that limit is 32 MB, but the effective maximum is smaller, because the entire main stack
segment is limited to 32 MB.
The 32-bit heap grows upward, extending the globals-heap segment as needed. In an OSS
process using the LP64 memory model, the primary heap is a separate segment in 64-bit address
space. An upper limit to the primary heap size can be specified by the linker or by a
process-creation parameter. Heap growth is ultimately limited by the end of the relevant address
space, or by encountering some other segment. In a 32-bit process, there is by default no explicit
limit on heap size, but the globals, heap, and any additional segments must fit within the 32-bit
flat-segment address space, which spans 1.5 GB. In a 64-bit OSS process, the default heap limit
is 12 GB; the maximum limit is 480 GB. The effective limit can be smaller than 480 GB if other
large 64-bit segments exist in the process.
See the Guardian Programmer's Guide for more information on TNS/E and TNS/X native
processes.

TNS/X Object File Format
The TNS/X native object file format differs from that of TNS/E native object files. Key differences
are:

• The file code for Guardian object files is 500 in TNS/X, rather than 800 in TNS/E.

• The file header has the appropriate e_machine field.

• There are differences in the names of data sections.

• The text sections contain x86-64 rather than Itanium instructions.

• Instructions have 32-bit operands, making it possible for all 32-bit-addressable data to be
reachable by PC-relative addressing. TNS/X does not have small data. TNS/X architecture
does not use a GP (global pointer) register; instance data are accessed by PC-relative
addressing.
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• Relocation rules and relocation types are different, corresponding to the new platform and
the corresponding conventions.

• The compiler creates a section named .eh_frame, to provide unwind information.
TNS/X native and TNS/X native object files may differ in other respects as well. See the eld and
xld Manual and the xnoft Manual for details on the structure of TNS/X native object files.

Signals on L-Series RVUs
The signals facility is unchanged on L-series RVUs. However, certain operations that generate
a particular signal on TNS/E systems might result in a different signal on TNS/X systems.

Dynamic-Link Libraries (DLLs)
All libraries in the TNS/X native environment are dynamic-link libraries (DLLs). A DLL is a type
of library that is constructed of position-independent code (PIC). PIC is code that can be relocated
in virtual memory at load time without alteration. All references in PIC files to global or external
symbols are made indirectly through addresses stored in a data area so that the loader can find
and bind them to reflect their virtual-memory location at load time without modifying code.
An important attribute of DLLs is that they can be dynamically loaded; that is, a running program
can load a DLL and gain access to its symbols. This capability means that you do not need to
load infrequently used DLLs when the application is loaded. Instead, you can load and use these
DLLs when required during execution and unload them when they are no longer needed.
Like other types of libraries, DLLs provide functions and data needed by a program or other
DLLs. A DLL might be any of the following:

• A library that supports a single program

• A library that is available to a project or a group with common computational needs

• A library that is available to all users
Beginning with H-series RVUs, all native code is PIC and all native libraries are DLLs. Non-PIC
and SRLs are not supported.
The TNS/X native compilers generate PIC, the TNS/X linker xld creates either PIC programs
or DLLs, and the loader and operating system link and load the results.
See the DLL Programmer's Guide for TNS/E and TNS/X Systems for more information about
building and using DLLs.

TNS/X DLL Migration Considerations
TNS/X DLLs have all the functionality of TNS/E DLLs plus some additional functionality. As with
programs, they must be recompiled with a TNS/X native compiler and relinked with the TNS/X
linker xld when migrating to an L-series RVU. The xld linker is functionally equivalent to the
TNS/E linker eld and provides the same features and options. To migrate a TNS/E DLL:
1. Recompile the DLL components using a TNS/X native compiler.
2. Build the DLL using the xld linker.
The TNS/X libraries supplied by Hewlett Packard Enterprise, such as compiler run-time libraries,
have different names than the TNS/E libraries, which means that build scripts that reference the
libraries might need to be changed. See “TNS/X Native Run-Time Libraries” (page 21) for the
new library names.
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4 General Native Programming Issues
This section discusses some general migration issues that apply to all native applications being
migrated from an H- or J-series TNS/E system to an L-series NonStop X system. The following
topics are discussed:

• “Preparing Native Programs for Migration”

• “Maintaining Common Source Code for TNS/E and TNS/X Native Compilers”

• “TNS/X Compiler/Linker Changes That Might Require Program Changes”

• “Adjusting For Increased DCT Limits”

• “Optimizing on TNS/X Might Expose Errors”

• “Creating Unstructured Enscribe Files Might Require Program Changes”

• “setjmp Buffers Have Different Size and Alignment Requirements”

• “SQL/MP Migration Considerations”

• “SQL/MX Migration Considerations”

Preparing Native Programs for Migration
Before migrating a native program to an L-series RVU:

• Be sure the program runs successfully on the H- or J-series RVU. If your program runs on
an earlier RVU, it might require additional changes. The following documents might be
helpful:

◦ H06.xx Software Installation and Upgrade Guide. Contains information on migrating
from H06.xx or later H-series RVUs to the current H-series RVU.

◦ H06.xx Release Version Update Compendium. Contains information on new features
and migration issues, including application migration, for the current H-series RVU.

◦ Interactive Upgrade Guide 2. These web-based migration planners contain information
about the G06.16 and later G-series release version updates (RVUs), H06.03 and later
H-series RVUs, and J06.03 and later J-series RVUs.

Maintaining Common Source Code for TNS/E and TNS/X Native
Compilers

In most cases, your TNS/E native programs will require no changes to migrate them to an L-series
RVU, so maintaining common source code is a simple matter. When migrating to TNS/X native
mode, avoid using any new L-series features and those few features in your TNS/E programs
that are not supported in the L-series RVUs, and check your TNS/E program for all of the following
possible migration issues:

TNS/X Compiler/Linker Changes That Might Require Program Changes
In most cases the TNS/X native compilers on L-series RVUs behave nearly identically to the
TNS/E native compilers on H- and J-series RVUs, except that they produce object files consisting
of x86-64 instructions instead of Itanium instructions. However, you should check your application
for the possible impact of the following changes between the TNS/X and TNS/E native compilers:
• In TNS/E, the compiler does not consider it an error if two different procedures are aliased

to the same name. In TNS/X, procedure declarations with multiple identical public name
declarations are illegal. For example (in pTAL):
int(16) proc one = "ABC" language unspecified; external;
int(16) proc two = "ABC" language unspecified; external;
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int(16) proc one; begin return 1 end;
int(16) proc two; begin return 2 end; 

The TNS/X pTAL compiler emits an error if this situation is encountered during compilation.
Note that multiple identical public name declarations are different than having multiple external
declarations with the same public name, which is still allowed. For example (again, in pTAL):
int(16) proc too = "to" language unspecified; external;
int(16) proc two = "to" language unspecified; external;

-- No procedure bodies declared for too and two.

While the examples above are provided in pTAL, the same restriction exists for C/C++.

• If a local variable is undefined, the (random) value it has might be different between TNS/E
and TNS/X. For example, on TNS/E, the register stack might be zeroed out on procedure
entry or it might simply have a different undefined initial value, which can make an uninitialized
variable appear to have an initial value of 0 or something else. There is no RSE stack on
TNS/X, and a different initial value might be used. Hewlett Packard Enterprise recommends
that users pay attention to the warning messages put out by compilers about variables that
are used before they are initialized and make any corrections needed. However, be aware
that the compiler cannot identify all such situations.

• In TNS/E, in order to link an object file into a globalized DLL, you must compile the object
file with the globalized option (for example, in the case of c89, the option is named
-Wglobalized), then specify the globalized option to the linker. The compiler requirement
is no longer true in TNS/X. The option (such as -Wglobalized) is still accepted, but ignored,
because the default for the TNS/X compilers is that the globalized option is always on. That
is, the linkable objects created by the compiler always support globalized import. If you want
to create a globalized program or DLL, you need only specify the –Bglobalized option to
xld when building that program or DLL.

Adjusting For Increased DCT Limits
The Destination Control Table (DCT) in the operating system contains entries for logical device
numbers and named processes. The DCT limit refers to the maximum number of logical device
numbers and named processes that the operating system can accommodate. The size of the
DCT can optionally be changed from its previous limit of 32,767 (a logical device number can
have at most 15 bits) to 65,376 (a logical device number can have up to 16 bits). This change
might affect programs that you are migrating to an L-series RVU and that call any of the following
C-series procedures:

Extended DCT limits affects calls that:C-Series Procedure

Use the optional ldevnum parameterFILEINFO

(Affects all calls)GETDEVNAME

(Affects all calls)GETPPDENTRY

Use the return value as an ldev or check for specific
error codes

GETSYSTEMNAME

Use the return value as an ldev or check for specific
error codes

LOCATESYSTEM

Pass a DCT index in the ppd parameterLOOKUPPROCESSNAME

In the H- and J-series RVUs, the default setting for extended DCT limits is SMALL (OFF); that
is, the extended limits are not in effect. In the L-series RVUs, the default setting for extended
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DCT limits is MEDIUM (ON); that is, the extended limits are in effect. If you have not yet changed
any affected applications to allow for the increased limits, you must do one of the following:

• Ensure that the system default for the DCT limits extension is reset to SMALL (OFF) (this
is done through an SCF command).

• Change your program to allow for the increased DCT limits.
The recommended solution is to replace the affected procedure invocations with updated
procedures that can handle the increased DCT limits. The recommended replacement procedures
are as follows:

Replacement ProcedureC-Series Procedure

FILE_GETINFOLIST_FILEINFO

DEVICE_GETINFOBYLDEV_GETDEVNAME
CONFIG_GETINFOBYLDEV_
CONFIG_GETINFOBYLDEV2_
FILENAME_FINDSTART_
FILENAME_FINDNEXT_

PROCESS_GETPAIRINFO_GETPPDENTRY

NODENUMBER_TO_NODENAME_GETSYSTEMNAME

NODENAME_TO_NODENUMBER_LOCATESYSTEM

PROCESS_GETPAIRINFO_LOOKUPPROCESSNAME

For more details on the use of the replacement procedures, see the Guardian Procedure Calls
Reference Manual.

Optimizing on TNS/X Might Expose Errors
If optimization errors occur and you are unable trace the problem to a programming error, you
may request assistance from Hewlett Packard Enterprise, but you must include certain important
details in your request.

Possible Programming Errors
If a program runs correctly when compiled at optimization level 0 but produces errors at levels
1 or 2, possible causes include:

• The program does not conform to the language standards or a compiler directive is used
incorrectly.

• The program references uninitialized variables during execution. With optimization, variables
may get removed or rearranged, which can lead to allocating a different location for a variable
and/or assuming a different value for an uninitialized variable.

• Physical dependencies have changed with optimization. For example, a program that relies
on timing dependencies might fail because an idle wait loop takes less time per iteration.

• Optimization has changed memory access patterns. This can result in different page fault
or cache miss effects.

• Variables residing in shared memory are not made known to the compiler (for example, by
using the volatile type specifier). This can result in invalid optimizations.

• Improper use of inlining. Inlining occurs at levels 1 and 2, but not at level 0. A function
declared as “inline” must be marked inline in each and every module that it is referenced,
and all definitions must be the same.
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Once you have eliminated these possible causes, consider reporting the problem to Hewlett
Packard Enterprise. But first:

• Check to make sure that the program runs correctly at a lower level of optimization.

• Make sure that there were no source code or build step changes in either your program or
in programs on which you depend.

If you decide to report the problem to Hewlett Packard Enterprise, you need to provide certain
information in your report. For details on what to include in your problem report, see Appendix C:
“Reporting Compiler Problems”.

Examples of Programming Errors
Here are several examples of programming errors that do not cause problems at optimization
level 0, but might cause problems at level 1 or 2.

Example 1: Overflowing a String Variable
Assume the existence of two procedures, CALLER and CALLEE. CALLER defines a local variable
L. CALLEE declares a string S of fixed size T. CALLER then calls CALLEE. CALLEE overflows
string S by writing more than T bytes to S. The net effect is that local variable L in CALLER is
overwritten by the write to S. This does not cause a problem at levels 0 or 1 because the frame
created in CALLEE is large enough to handle the incorrect write to S. It does, however, cause a
problem at level 2.

Example 2: Incorrect Use of setjmp() and longjmp()
Programs sometimes assume that local variable assignments between setjmp() and longjmp()
calls are preserved. However, that is not always true. The C standard states that local variables
that are not declared volatile, and have been changed between the setjmp() call and the
longjmp() call, have indeterminate values when control is passed back to setjmp(). To
ensure correct behavior, modified local variables must be declared volatile. Because the
values of the nonvolatile variables are indeterminate, an error might occur only at different
optimization levels, or possibly with different versions of the compiler.

Example 3: Passing a 32-Bit Value in a 64-Bit Parameter
Assume the existence of two procedures, CALLER and CALLEE, and that CALLER calls CALLEE.
CALLEE is defined (by its prototype) to accept a 32-bit parameter. Now suppose a different
version of CALLEE, which accepts a 64-bit parameter, is linked into the application. Unexpected
behavior might occur, because the optimizer needs to guarantee only that CALLER calls CALLEE
with an outgoing register whose lower 32 bits are valid; the upper 32 bits can contain any value.
However, if CALLEE expects a 64-bit parameter, the full 64 bits of the passed-in parameter are
used, potentially leading to incorrect results.

Creating Unstructured Enscribe Files Might Require Program Changes
On NonStop X systems, all disk drives have industry-standard 512-byte sectors. Such drives are
also common on H- and J-series systems; they occur in ESS/JBOD enclosures. However, some
H- and J-series RVU systems may still have legacy disks with 514-byte sectors, of which 512
hold user data and two are reserved for a checksum. Migrating from 514-byte to 512-byte sector
disks introduces the following issue:
When an application creates an unstructured Enscribe file on a disk drive with 512-byte sectors,
the Disk Process automatically rounds up the extent size to a multiple of 14 and adjusts the
maximum extents to approximate the total disk space requested. This rounding and adjustment
is required to support the checksum method, which includes a 4 KB checksum block for each 28
KB of user data.
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The system does not allocate less file space than was requested by the file creation values. If
the requested extent sizes are a multiple of 14, the system allocates the exact file space requested.
However, if the requested extent sizes are not a multiple of 14, some additional file space is
allocated, allowing the file to grow larger than requested.
This situation does not usually require any application changes. But in some cases, a change
might be required. For example, changes might be required if:

• The application expects the extent sizes or maximum extents to match a particular value.

• The application expects the file to become full at a particular relative byte address (RBA)
based on the extent sizes and maximum extents specified at file creation time.

setjmp Buffers Have Different Size and Alignment Requirements
The size and required alignment of setjmp buffers differs between the TNS, TNS/E, and TNS/X
environments as follows:

Required AlignmentSizeEnvironment

2-byte boundary5 or 112 16-bit integersTNS

16-byte boundary72 64-bit integersTNS/E

16-byte boundary24 64-bit integersTNS/X

In certain situations, these differences can cause problems when migrating an application that
uses setjmp buffers from one platform to another.

SQL/MP Migration Considerations
SQL/MP supports the same functionality for L-series RVUs as that of H- and J-series RVUs. For
more information on SQL/MP database and application migration, see the SQL/MP Installation
and Management Guide.

SQL/MX Migration Considerations
SQL/MX supports only R3.3 or later releases on L-series RVUs. For more information on SQL/MX
database and application migration, see the SQL/MXDatabase and Application Migration Guide.
.
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5 Native C and C++ Migration Tasks
This section describes how to migrate programs written in the H- or J-series TNS/E native HPE
C and C++ for NonStop systems languages to an L-series NonStop X system. Topics in this
section are:

• “Using the TNS/X Native C and C++ Compilers”

• “Possible Source Code Changes”

• “Changed Pragmas and Flags”

• “Native C and C++ Run-Time Library and Tools.h++ Migration Issues”

• “Undefined Behavior in C and C++ Programs”

• “New L-Series C and C++ Features”

• “Build Script Changes”

Using the TNS/X Native C and C++ Compilers
Both the TNS/E and TNS/X native C compilers conform to the 1989 ISO/ANSI C language
standard (ISO/IEC 9899:1990 for C). Both the TNS/E (beginning with the H06.21 and later
H-series RVUs and J06.10 and later J-series RVUs) and TNS/X native C compilers conform to
the 1999 ISO/ANSI C language standard (ISO/IEC 9899:1999).
Both the TNS/E and TNS/X native C++ compilers conform to the 1998 ISO/ANSI C language
standard for C++ (ISO/IEC 14882:1998).
Source code that compiles without warnings or errors with the TNS/E native C or C++ compiler
will likely compile without warnings or errors using the TNS/X native C or C++ compiler. The text
and number of diagnostic messages produced by the TNS/E and TNS/X native compilers are
nearly identical.
Program logic or behavior that depends on the underlying machine architecture or uses
undocumented features (mainly privileged features) might require changes to compile and run
correctly using the TNS/X native compilers.
The C and C++ compilers can be run in the Guardian or OSS environment. TNS/X native C and
C++ also provide a PC-based cross-compiler that can be run either at the Windows command
prompt or through NSDEE. The TNS/X native C and C++ compiler command line syntax is similar
to that of the TNS/E C and C++ compilers with a few exceptions.
In the Guardian environment, the CCOMP command runs the TNS/X native C compiler and the
CPPCOMP command runs the TNS/X native C++ compiler. The L-series options to specify the
target platform for the compilation have changed from H- and J-series: you can specify TARGET
TNS/E to generate Itanium code or TARGET TNS/X to generate x86 code. TARGET TNS/R is
no longer supported. The default value for TARGET on L-series RVUs is TNS/X. In addition, the
ELD option should be replaced by the XLD option when the target is TNS/X.
In the OSS and PC environments, the c89 or c99 command runs the native C and C++ compilers.
The L-series options to specify the target platform for the compilation have changed from H- and
J-series: you can specify -Wtarget=tns/e to generate Itanium code or -Wtarget=tns/x to
generate x86 code. -Wtarget=tns/r is no longer supported. On OSS, the default target platform
is the same as the host platform. On Windows, the default for L-series RVUs is tns/x. In addition,
the -Weld and -Weld_obey options should be replaced by the -Wxld and -Wxld_obey options
when the target is tns/x .

NOTE: TNS/E code cannot be executed on a TNS/X platform, and TNS/X code cannot be
executed on a TNS/E platform.
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Like the TNS/E compilers, all code generated by the TNS/X native compilers is
position-independent code (PIC). PIC is code that need not be modified to run at different virtual
addresses. It is used to create dynamic-link libraries (DLLs).
See the C/C++ Programmer's Guide for details on compiling and linking TNS/X native C and
C++ programs.

Possible Source Code Changes
The following sections describe changes you might need to make to applications that use certain
features.

Check C/C++ Main Routine Object File Names
The C and C++ main routine object files, which contain initialization code for the C and C++
run-time libraries, haves been renamed in the L-series RVUs. This change will affect build scripts
or any other link operation that specifies this file. The new TNS/X names, along with the equivalent
TNS/E names, are:

OSS NameGuardian NameFile Type

ccplmain.oCCPLMAINTNS/E (32-bit)

cmain64.oCMAIN64TNS/E (64-bit)

ccpmainx.oCCPMAINXTNS/X (32-bit)

cmain64x.oCMAIN64XTNS/X (64-bit)

crtlnse.oCRTLNSETNS/E

crtlnsx.oCRTLNSXTNS/X

Check Programs With Variable-Length Parameter Lists
The C language provides a feature that allows declaring functions to have an indeterminate or
variable number of parameters—these functions are known as vararg functions. The stdarg.h
header file contains a set of macros that allow portable functions that accept variable argument
lists to be written. Functions that have variable argument lists (such as printf()) but do not
use these macros are inherently non-portable, as different systems use different argument-passing
conventions. The type va_list is provided for variables used to traverse the list. It may also
be used as a parameter type to pass along the parameter list from a vararg function to another
vararg function. Programs that do not treat va_list as a distinct abstract type, but instead rely
upon the specific implementation are also inherently non-portable and will require coding changes
to migrate from TNS/E to TNS/X.
This section provides an overview of the va_list type, describes how the TNS/X ABI calling
sequence differs from TNS/E, and discusses potential migration issues for some applications.

Writing vararg Functions
The following macros are defined in stdarg.h and are provided to traverse variable argument
lists:
#define va_start(va_list ap, argN)
#define va_arg(va_list ap, type)
#define va_end(va_list ap)

The va_start() macro is invoked to initialize ap to the beginning of the list before any calls to
va_arg(). The object ap may be passed as an argument to another function.
The va_arg() macro returns the next argument in the list pointed to by ap. Each invocation of
va_arg() also modifies ap so that the values of successive arguments are returned in turn.
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The type parameter specifies the type of this argument. Different types can be mixed, but it is
up to the routine to know what type of argument is expected.
The va_end() macro is used to clean up; it invalidates ap for use (unless va_start() or
va_copy() is invoked again).
The actual implementation of these macros is highly dependent upon the application binary
interface (ABI) for parameter passing. The TNS/X ABI for parameter passing is radically different
from the TNS/E ABI, so va_list and its associated macros differ between the two platforms.
Although the actual implementations differ, programs that use these macros only to traverse
variable argument lists and that also treat va_list as a distinct type should not require any
source changes to migrate from TNS/E to TNS/X.

TNS/E Definition of va_list
The TNS/E ABI for passing parameters to vararg functions is relatively simple compared with
the TNS/X ABI. For TNS/E, all parameters are passed within eight-byte slots. The first eight slots
are passed in registers, and any remaining parameters are passed in the stack frame. For
non-vararg functions, both floating point and integer registers are used (depending upon each
parameter’s type)—but the total number of parameter registers never exceeds eight. In the case
of a vararg function, only integer registers are used for passing parameter slots that correspond
to the variable portion of the parameter list—parameter slots are never passed in floating point
registers. Upon entry into a vararg function, the values in these eight integer registers are spilled
into their “home” location on the runtime stack. This functionality allows for a simple implementation
of va_list, which is defined as:
typedef char *va_list;

The va_start()macro simply initializes ap to the address of the last known (named) parameter.
The va_arg() macro fetches the next parameter by simple pointer arithmetic.

AMD64 ABI Definition of va_list
Most va_list implementations either pass all extra parameters on the stack, or like TNS/E
provide a well-defined mapping for spilling register parameters onto the stack in a manner that
spills the registers into memory in the same order in which the caller passed them.
The TNS/X ABI uses the parameter-passing conventions of the AMD64 ABI (which supports the
64-bit version of the x86-64 instruction set). The AMD64 ABI specifies that up to six integer
parameters and up to eight floating-point parameters are passed to functions in registers. Unlike
TNS/E, the AMD64 ABI does not have a fixed mapping of input registers to “home” locations on
the stack that would apply to any generic vararg function. For example, the caller of a vararg
function could pass two int params and two float params and these would be passed in the
exact same two int and float registers, regardless of whether the caller passed them in any
of the following orders:

• int, int, float, float

• int, float, int, float

• float, float, int, int

• float, int, int, float

The prologue of a vararg function has to be able to place any potential incoming parameter
registers into a known location and provide for enough additional information to allow for traversing
these parameters in the same order as they were passed in. As a result, the va_listmechanism
for AMD64 is much more complicated than most other ABIs. The remainder of this subsection
provides a few key details about the AMD64 definition of va_list; for the full description, see
AMD documentation.
The va_list type is implemented as an array with a single struct element that contains the
necessary information to implement the va_arg() macro:
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typedef struct {
   unsigned int gp_offset;
   unsigned int fp_offset;
   void *overflow_arg_area;
   void *reg_save_area;
} va_list[1];

The va_start() macro initializes the structure as follows:

• gp_offset holds the offset in bytes from reg_save_area to the place where the next
available general purpose argument register is saved. When all argument registers have
been exhausted, it is set to the value 48 (6 ∗ 8).

• fp_offset holds the offset in bytes from reg_save_area to the place where the next
available floating point argument register is saved. When all argument registers have been
exhausted, it is set to the value 304 (6 ∗ 8 + 16 ∗ 16).

• overflow_arg_area is used to fetch arguments passed on the stack. This pointer is
initialized with the address of the first argument passed on the stack, if any, and then always
updated to point to the start of the next argument on the stack.

• reg_save_area points to the start of the register save area.

TNS/X Deviations from the AMD64 ABI for va_list
The TNS/X deviations from the AMD64 ABI are minor. The va_list type is implemented as a
struct rather than an array with a single struct element and all pointer members declared
to be 64-bits even in the ILP32 memory model.
typedef struct {
   unsigned int gp_offset;
   unsigned int fp_offset;
   void _ptr64 *overflow_arg_area;
   void _ptr64 *reg_save_area;
} va_list;

The net difference from the AMD64 ABI is, because the TNS/X definition is a struct, when
va_list is passed as a parameter, it gets passed by value, not by reference. (C disallows
passing array parameters by value.) One benefit of this approach over the AMD64 ABI is that in
TNS/X applications a va_list argument from one function can be passed to another function
and the called function can traverse the va_list without altering the state of the va_list as
seen from within the caller. (This approach is similar to the behavior used by most other
implementations as well.) With the AMD64 ABI, the calling function has to use va_copy() to
pass along a va_list argument in order to achieve the same effect. The actual definition of
va_list in stdarg.h provides va_list as an opaque type:
typedef __va_list__ va_list;

Because va_list is not defined in terms of any standard type, such as an int or character
pointer, any uses of va_list in a manner that assumes compatibility with a standard type could
result in a compile time error. Some examples of these types of errors are discussed in the next
section.

Examples of Potential Migration Issues Using va_list
TNS/E programs that treat va_list as a distinct type should have few migration issues on
TNS/X. Programs that intentionally (or unintentionally) rely upon the specific implementation of
va_list on TNS/E will require coding changes to migrate to TNS/X. Unfortunately, on TNS/E,
the implementation type is also available in stdarg.h. As a result, some TNS/E programmers
take advantage of the actual definition and use va_list in a non-standard (non-portable) manner.
Some examples of TNS/E programming using va_list that will require coding changes to
migrate to TNS/X are:
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Example 1: Using the Type va_list As If It Is Compatible with a Pointer Type
In this TNS/E example, the coder takes advantage of “knowing” that the first vararg param is a
string and simply uses the value of va_list instead of getting the value using the va_arg()
macro:
#include <stdarg.h>
void f(va_list a) {
  char * b;
  b = a; /* should use var_arg to get the value to assign to b. */
}

This usage is non-standard and non-portable, but not detected as an error on TNS/E.
On TNS/X, the assignment of a va_list value to a char * pointer will be flagged as an error
at compile time because the TNS/X va_list type is not convertible to any other type.

Example 2: Treating va_list As If It Is a Pointer and Has the Concept of a NULL va_list
In this TNS/E example, the called routine tests for the absence of extra arguments by testing for
NULL:
#include <stdarg.h>
#include <stddef.h>
int foo(va_list a) {
  if (a == NULL)
      return 1;
  return 0;
}

On TNS/E, the caller can pass a NULL value to the vararg function as the va_list argument
and the vararg function can test for NULL.
This usage is not allowed on TNS/X and will be flagged as an error at compile time.
On TNS/X, this form of a vararg function must be recoded to use some other method (between
the caller and callee) to indicate that no extra arguments are passed.

Example 3: Using Inconsistent Types
In this TNS/E example, the first several parameters are passed in registers, and floating-point
values are passed in floating-point registers. Therefore, the type of the variable in the list must
agree with the type required by the associated format conversion.
double d;
printf("d=%#llx\n", d);

On TNS/E, the printf() statement will print the hex representation of the floating-point variable
d. This usage is not strictly portable; on TNS/X, it will not have that effect: it may display an
irrelevant value, and if there are other elements in the list, they may be incorrectly matched to
the format phrases. The printf() statement must be revised so that the list element type is
an integer, matching the %x conversion, for example:
printf("d=%#llx\n", (unsigned long long)d);

Check Programs That Should Not Have Global Data
Programs that should not have global data (because, for example, they also have callable
procedures) must use the ENV LIBRARY pragma or -Wenv library flag to tell the compiler not
to generate global data. There might be instances where, for TNS/E, this was not necessary, but
for TNS/X it is required. For example, the TNS/X C++ compiler generates data for exception
handling, whereas the TNS/E C++ compiler does not.
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Check Use of Feature Test Macros
The _TNS_X_TARGET feature test macro replaces the _TNS_E_TARGET macro in the TNS/X
native C and C++ compilers. This macro identifies the platform on which a program is being
compiled to run. It can be used to conditionally compile code, as in this example:
#ifdef _TNS_X_TARGET 
/* TNS/X-specific code goes here. */ 
#else 
/* Other code goes here. */ 
#endif

Alternatively, you can use the _TANDEM_ARCH_ feature test macro to identify the platform. This
macro returns these values:

PlatformValue

TNS0

TNS/E2

TNS/X3

Code that was previously thought to be specific to TNS/E but could actually be targeted to TNS/X
native C or C++ should test this macro. You can also use this macro to create programs to run
on both native and non-native systems. For example:
#if _TANDEM_ARCH_ == 0 
/*  Non-native code goes here. */ 
#else 
/* Native code goes here. */ 
#endif

The __L_Series_RVU feature test macro can be used to identify the compiler’s RVU version.
The __H_Series_RVU and __J_Series_RVUmacros are not defined by the TNS/X compilers.

Changed Pragmas and Flags
The TNS/X native C and C++ compilers support the same pragmas and flags as the TNS/E native
C and C++ compilers with the exceptions noted in this section. These pragmas and flags are not
meaningful or have different behavior on L-series RVUs. In most cases, obsolete pragmas and
flags have no effect if they appear an L-series program.

NOTE: Most pragmas have equivalent flags in the OSS and PC environments.

Changed Pragmas
These pragmas that have changed in the L-series RVUs:

Recommended Action
(for execution on L-series RVU)

Reason for ChangePragma

Replace with XLD.L-series has new linker for TNS/X.ELD

No action required; GLOBALIZED is
still accepted, but ignored.

L-series has a new default for TNS/X;
GLOBALIZED is always turned on.

GLOBALIZED

No action required (see
“INSPECT/NOINSPECT Pragmas

L-series selects different debuggers
for TNS/X.

INSPECT

Select Different Debuggers”
(page 42)).

No action required; default is TNS/X.L-series has new targets for TNS/X.
TNS/X is added; TNS/R is no longer

TARGET

supported. Default is TNS/X instead
of TNS/E.
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INSPECT/NOINSPECT Pragmas Select Different Debuggers
The debugging tools have changed on L-series RVUs (see “TNS/X Native Mode Debugging
Tools” (page 23)). H- and J-series RVUs use, in order of precedence and depending on availability,
Visual Inspect (which requires the existence of a matching client connection) and Native Inspect
for the INSPECT pragma, and Native Inspect for the NOINSPECT pragma.
The INSPECT and NOINSPECT pragmas have no effect on the debuggers selected by TNS/X
native compilations. L-series RVUs uses Native Inspect for both pragmas.

C89 and C99 Flags Changed
These flags are changed in the L-series OSS and PC environments:

Action RequiredReason for ChangeFlag

Replace with -Wxld if the target is
TNS/X.

L-series has new linker when the
target is TNS/X.

-Weld

Replace with -Wxld_obey if the target
is TNS/X.

L-series has new linker when the
target is TNS/X.

-Weld_obey (the corresponding
pragma is LINKFILE, which is
unchanged but submits commands
to xld instead of eld)

No action required; -Wglobalized is
ignored.

L-series has a new default for TNS/X;
-Wglobalized is always turned on.

-Wglobalized

No action required. Default target
platform is TNS/X.

New supported value:
-Wtarget=tns/x to generate x86
code.
No longer supported value:
-Wtarget=tns/r because TNS/R
is not supported on L-series.

-Wtarget

Using Conditional Compilation in C and C++ Programs
Programs that use feature test macros to conditionally compile source code for a specific platform
might require changes to ensure correct results when compiled for a TNS/X platform. For example,
if the following conditional directives were used to conditionally compile source code for TNS/E
and TNS platforms and this sequence is used in a TNS/X compilation, the source statements
following #else are unintentionally included in the compilation:
#ifdef TNS_E_TARGET
  printf ("Code intended for TNS/E");
#else
  printf ("Code intended for TNS");
  printf ("Unintentionally compiled for TNS/X");
#endif

Similarly, the following sequence also has unintended results when used in a TNS/X compilation:
#ifndef TNS_E_TARGET
 printf ("Code intended for TNS");
 printf ("Unintentionally compiled for TNS/X");
#endif

In this case, the statement #ifndef TNS_E_TARGET also evaluates to true on a TNS/X platform.
In general, you should avoid using #ifndef for conditional compilation.
A recommended solution is to use the _TANDEM_ARCH macro to distinguish between platforms
for conditional compilation. For example:
#if __TANDEM_ARCH_ =0
 printf ("Code intended for TNS");
#endif
#if __TANDEM_ARCH_ =2
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 printf ("Code intended for TNS/E");
#endif#
if __TANDEM_ARCH_ =3
 printf ("Code intended for TNS/X");
#endif

Native C and C++ Run-Time Library and Tools.h++ Migration Issues
The TNS/X native C run-time library provides functions conforming to the ISO/ANSI C Standard.
The native C run-time library is nearly identical in the H- and J-series and L-series RVUs.
The H-, J-, and L-series RVUs support two versions of the native C++ run-time library: VERSION2
and VERSION3. You are encouraged to use VERSION3 rather than VERSION2.
VERSION3 of the native C++ run-time library contains functions conforming to the ISO/ANSI
C++ standard. Both VERSION2 and VERSION3 contain functions conforming to the X/OPEN
UNIX 95 specification and Hewlett Packard Enterprise extensions to these standards. See the
C/C++ Programmer's Guide for more information on the differences between the VERSION2,
and VERSION3 libraries.
VERSION3 is the default library version for TNS/E and TNS/X native C++.
The TNS/X native C and C++ run-time libraries support Guardian and OSS processes. Each
library is nearly identical for the Guardian and OSS environments and thus increases the
interoperability between environments.
The following C++ library migrations should require no additional source code changes:

• C++ VERSION2 on H- or J-series to C++ VERSION2 on L-series

• C++ VERSION3 on H- or J-series to C++ VERSION3 on L-series
The following migrations will likely require source code changes:

• C++ VERSION2 on H- or J-series to C++ VERSION3 on L-series
For this migration, it is recommended that you first convert to C++ VERSION3 on a H- or J-series
RVU, then to C++ VERSION3 on an L-series RVU.

Library Names Changed
The C++ libraries in the L-series RVUs are implemented as DLLs and have new names. If you
are explicitly using xld to link as a separate step, you must change the library names specified
in the xld command. See Table 3 (page 22) for the new L-series library names.

Tools.h++ Version 7 Class Library Support
The L-series RVUs support only Tools.h++ version 7 (XTLH7DLL). Tools.h++ version 7 uses
VERSION2 of the Standard C++ Library. Programs using earlier versions of Tools.h++ must be
converted to use Tools.h++ version 7 and VERSION2 of the C++ Standard Library.
The VERSION3 C++ run-time library does not support any version of Tools.h++. Therefore, if
you migrate to the VERSION3 run-time library from the VERSION2 run-time library, you need to
make some additional code changes for the removal of Tools.h++.

Migrating to the C++ Standard Library VERSION3
If you are currently using C++ VERSION2, migrating to VERSION3 is recommended. (See the
C/C++ Programmer's Guide for details on the new features of VERSION3.) However, it is a
somewhat more difficult migration, entailing two steps:

• Migrate the C++ library portion of your program to VERSION3 from VERSION2.

• Change your program so that is does not use Tools.h++.
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Migrating from VERSION2 to VERSION3 requires more effort, due mainly to changed definitions
of certain class names. You can use the MIGRATION_CHECK pragma as an aid to migrating
from VERSION2 to VERSION3. See the C/C++ Programmer's Guide for details.
When migrating to VERSION3 from VERSION2, you can omit the VERSIONn directive (or the
-Wversionn flag) when you compile the program because VERSION3 is the default version. If
you are linking the program as a separate step (rather than allowing the C++ driver to perform
the link), you must also specify either the XCPPCDLL (32-bit) or WCPPCDLL (64-bit) and either
the XCPP3DLL (32-bit) or WCPP3DLL (64-bit) DLLs on the xld command.
Changing your program so that it does not use Tools.h++ requires additional source code changes.
The changes might be extensive and require a detailed knowledge of the program. Documentation
for these changes is not currently available, but you can consult the resources described in
Chapter 9: “Where to Go for Assistance” (page 55) if you require assistance.

OSS Programs That Use Pthreads
The Standard POSIX Threads (SPT) library is implemented as a DLL on TNS/X systems. The
SPT library has a single 32-bit version: xsptdll.
The POSIX User Thread (PUT) library is implemented as two DLLs on TNS/X systems. The PUT
library has two versions: xputdll (32-bit) and wputdll (64-bit).
Each of these libraries is located in the current system subvolume.

Stack Differences Between TNS/E and TNS/X Systems
The Itanium processor on TNS/E systems utilizes two stacks for each thread: one register stack
and one memory stack. The register stack supports the register stack engine (RSE) on Itanium
processors. The x86 processors on TNS/X systems provide each thread only one stack: the
memory stack.
The PUT library also supports a protected stack. In the TNS/E environment, the protected stack
segment has an unmapped memory region between the RSE stack and the memory stack;
reference to this memory region will typically cause a SIGSTK signal to be raised. This protected
region is used to detect stack overflow. In the TNS/X environment, only the memory stack exists
and so the protected region exists below that, at the start of the protected stack segment. The
protected region can contain one or more memory pages.
The maximum size of the protected stack is 16MB for both TNS/E and TNS/X systems. However
the minimum protected stack size for TNS/X systems is 32 KB (two pages): one page for the
memory stack, and one page for the protected region.
For the TNS/E versions of the PUT and SPT libraries, the stack size is the sum of the RSE stack
size, the memory stack size, and the guard area size. For the TNS/X versions, the stack size is
equal to the sum of memory stack size and the guard area size. The default guard page size is
one page (16KB).

Undefined Behavior in C and C++ Programs
The C and C++ International Standards declare certain language behavior to be either unspecified
or undefined. Undefined behavior, such as referencing uninitialized variables can lead to different
(undefined) behavior with respect to TNS/X. Any programs that depend on such behavior must
be changed to eliminate the dependency. Coding practices to be avoided include but are not
limited to:

• Dependence on the order in which expressions are evaluated

• Dependence on the order in which certain side effects take place

• Dependence on the order in which a function designator and the arguments in the function
call are evaluated

• Arithmetic conversions that produce a result that cannot be represented in the space provided
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• Objects that are modified more than once, or are modified and accessed other than to
determine the new value, between two sequence points

• Arithmetic operations that are invalid (such as a division by zero or modulus zero) or produce
a result that cannot be represented in the space provided (such as an overflow or underflow)

• Function calls that do not have a function prototype and the number of arguments does not
match the number of parameters

• Function calls that do not have a function prototype and the types of the arguments after
promotion do not agree with those of the parameters after promotion

• Calling a function with a function prototype but the function is not defined with a compatible
type

• Assigning an object to an overlapping object

• Using a function value when no value was returned

• Accessing an object of automatic storage class that does not have volatile-qualified type
and has been changed between a setjmp() invocation and a longjmp() call

New L-Series C and C++ Features
The following features are new in TNS/X native C and C++. Use of these features is not required,
but they might provide certain benefits.

Pragmas
The native TNS/X C and C++ compilers support these new pragmas:

DescriptionPragma

Specifies the target platform for the compilation: TNS/E or TNS/X.TARGET

Build Script Changes
Build scripts must be changed to use the TNS/X linker, and the TNS/X libraries:
• If invoking the linker explicitly, run xld rather than eld.

• Replace ELD with the XLD option (Guardian-hosted compilations) and -Weld and
-Weld_obey with the -Wxld and -Wxld_obey options (OSS and Windows-hosted
compilations).

• Replace explicitly named TNS/E libraries with their corresponding TNS/X libraries. See
Table 3 (page 22) for the new TNS/X library names.
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6 Native COBOL Migration Tasks
This section describes how to migrate programs written in the H- or J-series TNS/E native COBOL
for NonStop Systems language to an L-series NonStop X system. Topics are:

• “Using the TNS/X Native COBOL Compiler”

• “Directives Changed”

• “Files Renamed”

• “xcobol Command Line Flags Changed”

• “Build Script Changes”

Using the TNS/X Native COBOL Compiler
The TNS/X native COBOL compiler is similar to the TNS/E native COBOL compiler. They both
produce code optimized for the native environment and they support most of the same command
line options. The COBOL compiler can be run in the Guardian or OSS environment. TNS/X native
COBOL also provides a PC-based cross-compiler that can be run either at the Windows command
prompt or through NSDEE. All code produced by the TNS/X native compilers is
position-independent code (PIC), which can be used to create DLLs. Non-PIC is not supported.
Key differences between the TNS/E and TNS/X native COBOL compilers are:

• The TNS/X native COBOL compiler command has a new name. XCOBOL replaces ECOBOL
as the Guardian command name, and xcobol replaces ecobol as the COBOL compiler
command for OSS and the PC. The TNS/X native compilers provide the same command
line directives and flags as the TNS/E native compilers, with the exceptions noted in later in
this section.

• TNS/X native compilers produce code consisting of x86-64 instructions, rather than the
Itanium instructions used in the TNS/E environment. x86 code cannot be executed on TNS/E
processors, and Itanium code cannot be executed on TNS/X processors. This means that
any programs called by a migrated application must also be migrated to TNS/X native mode.

Most TNS/E native COBOL source programs compile and execute correctly using the TNS/X
native COBOL compiler with no source code changes. The TNS/X native COBOL compiler
supports all of the same functions and features as the TNS/E native COBOL compiler. Data files
produced by TNS/E native and TNS/X native COBOL are identical; files created by a native mode
program in one environment can be read by a native mode program in the other environment.
Most of the differences between TNS/E native and TNS/X native COBOL involve slightly different
behaviors of the same features on H- and J-series RVUs. The rest of this section describes the
differences between the TNS/E native COBOL and TNS/X native COBOL compilers and notes
the few changes that might be needed by some programs.

Directives Changed
Following are descriptions of differences in TNS/E and TNS/X COBOL directives. Some directives
can remain in your program and will have no effect, while others can affect program behavior.
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Possible Changes Required
The following directives behave differently in TNS/X native COBOL. (Note that as with TNS/E
native COBOL, certain TNS/X native COBOL compiler directives have equivalent command line
options in the PC and OSS environments.)

• SEARCH and CONSULT
In TNS/X native COBOL, these directives must specify TNS/X object files. They must not
specify TNS/E object files.

• INSPECT and NOINSPECT
Different debugging tools are available on L-series RVUs, and the debuggers selected by
the INSPECT and NOINSPECT directives in the H- and J-series RVUs differ from those
selected in L-series RVUs. H- and J-series RVUs use Visual Inspect (which requires the
existence of a matching client connection) for both the INSPECT and NOINSPECT directives,
and L-series RVUs use Native Inspect for both directives.

• GLOBALIZED
In TNS/E, in order to link an object file into a globalized DLL, it is necessary to compile it
with the GLOBALIZED directive. This requirement is no longer required in TNS/X. The
GLOBALIZED directive is still accepted, but ignored, because, in effect, it is always turned
on

Files Renamed
Native COBOL files are renamed in L-series RVUs. Any occurrence of the TNS/E native name
must be replaced with the corresponding TNS/X native name:

TNS/X NameTNS/E Name

XCOBEX0ECOBEX0

XCOBEX1EXOBEX1

XCOBEXTECOBEXT

References to the preceding files might appear in these contexts:

• CONSULT directive

• LIBRARY directive

• SEARCH directive

• File-mnemonic clause of the SPECIAL-NAMES paragraph

• OF or IN clause of the CALL or ENTER statement

xcobol Command Line Flags Changed
The following flags are changed in the L-series OSS and PC environments:.

Action RequiredReason for ChangeFlag

Replace with -Wxld if the target is
TNS/X.

L-series has new linker when the
target is TNS/X.

-Weld

Replace with -Wxld_obey if the target
is TNS/X.

L-series has new linker when the
target is TNS/X.

-Weld_obey

No action required; -Wglobalized is
ignored.

L-series has a new default for TNS/X;
-Wglobalized is always turned on.

-Wglobalized
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Build Script Changes
Build scripts must be changed to use the TNS/X native COBOL compiler, the TNS/X linker, and
the TNS/X libraries:
• Replace ECOBOL with XCOBOL (Guardian-hosted compilations) and ecobol with xcobol

(Windows-hosted compilations).
• Replace ELD with XLD (Guardian-hosted compilations) and eld with xld (Windows-hosted

compilations).
• Replace zcobdll with xcobdll (or libcob.so with libcobx.so).
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7 pTAL Migration Tasks
This section describes how to migrate programs written in the H- or J-series TNS/E Portable
Transaction Application Language (pTAL) to an L-series NonStop X system. Topics are:

• “Using the TNS/X pTAL Compiler”

• “Changed Directives”

• “Conditional Compilation Changes”

• “Build Script Changes”

Using the TNS/X pTAL Compiler
All TNS/E pTAL programs must be recompiled with the TNS/X pTAL compiler to generate x86
code that will run on a NonStop X system. However, most TNS/E pTAL programs require no
source code changes to compile and run on a NonStop X system. All of the language features
and constructs of TNS/E pTAL are supported in TNS/X pTAL. A few compiler directives have
changed and might need to be removed from or changed in your programs.
The TNS/X pTAL compiler can be run in the Guardian environment by using the XPTAL command.
The TNS/X pTAL compiler generates x86 code and runs only on L-series RVUs. Like TNS/E
pTAL, and unlike TAL, TNS/X pTAL does not explicitly manipulate the underlying processor
architecture.
TNS/X pTAL also provides a PC-based cross compiler that is supported on the Windows platform.
You can run the cross compiler at the Windows command prompt (by using the xptal command),
or through NSDEE (by using the xptal.exe command).
There is no TNS/X pTAL compiler hosted in the OSS environment.
All code produced by the TNS/X pTAL compiler is position-independent code (PIC), which can
be used to create dynamic-link libraries (DLLs). Non-PIC is not supported on L-series RVUs.

Changed Directives
The directives that are changed in TNS/X pTAL use different values than in TNS/E pTAL. In
some cases, the directives are ignored and removal is optional. In other cases, the directive
behavior is changed and removal depends on the requirements of the program.

Directive Behavior Changed
Some directives have different behavior in TNS/X pTAL and might need to be changed in your
program:

Target Names as Feature-Test Toggles
The TNS/X pTAL compiler defines and sets the feature-test toggle _TNS_X_TARGET. Similarly,
the TNS/E pTAL compiler defines and sets _TNS_E_TARGET, and the TNS/R pTAL compiler
defines and sets RISC1. These are also the only values the respective compilers accept for the
TARGET directive. A programmer can test these toggles to compile code conditionally for these
targets. However, a toggle must be defined before it can be tested.
The TNS/X pTAL compiler defines and resets the toggles _TNS_E_TARGET and RISC1; the
TNS/E pTAL compiler defines and resets RISC1, while the TNS/R pTAL compiler defines and
resets _TNS_E_TARGET, but none of these compilers defines _TNS_X_TARGET. Therefore,
multi-platform common-source files including ?IF _TNS_X_TARGET directives should include a
DEFINETOG directive for that toggle. The following example compiles without error on all three
compilers
?DEFINETOG _TNS_X_TARGET
?IF _TNS_X_TARGET
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LITERAL TARGLET = "X"; 
?ENDIF _TNS_X_TARGET

?DEFINETOG _TNS_E_TARGET
?IF _TNS_E_TARGET
LITERAL TARGLET = "E"; 
?ENDIF _TNS_E_TARGET

?DEFINETOG RISC1
?IF RISC1 
LITERAL TARGLET = "R"; 
?ENDIF RISC1

The second and third DEFINETOG directives are not necessary, but provide symmetry.
Use of the SETTOG or RESETTOG directive with a feature-test identifier is not recommended,
though it is sometimes valid. These directives can be applied to these target names as long as
they do not contradict the compiler’s definitions. Thus, for example, the TNS/X pTAL compiler
accepts RESETTOG _TNS_E_TARGET and SETTOG _TNS_X_TARGET, but rejects SETTOG
_TNS_E_TARGET and RESETTOG _TNS_X_TARGET. The TNS/E and TNS/R pTAL compilers
accept SETTOG _TNS_X_TARGET, because they do not define that toggle, but setting that
toggle leads to confusion. (Setting _TNS_X_TARGET in a TNS/R pTAL or TNS/E pTAL compilation
of the example above causes an error, because the identifier TARGLET becomes multiply
defined.)

Globalized Directive
The GLOBALIZED directive defaults to ON for the TNS/X pTAL compiler. No change is required;
the directive is ignored.

Using Changed Directives in Common Code for H- or J-series and L-Series RVUs
If you want to maintain common source code for the H- or J-series and L-series pTAL compilers,
you can leave any changed directives in your program, then use conditional compilation directives
to compile or not compile the directives, depending on the target platform. For example, these
statements compile the GLOBALIZED directive only if the target platform is _TNS_E_TARGET
(TNS/E):
?IF _TNS_E_TARGET  
?GLOBALIZED 
?ENDIF _TNS_E_TARGET 

Conditional Compilation Changes
Programs that perform conditional compilation by testing for TARGET directives in the source
code might require changes to ensure correct results on the TNS/X platform. For example, the
following code sequence is sometimes used to conditionally compile TNS/E and TNS/R source
code:
?IF _TNS_E_TARGET 
-- Source code intended for TNS/E 
?ENDIF _TNS_E_TARGET 
?IFNOT _TNS_E_TARGET 
-- Source code intended for TNS/R 
-- Unintentionally also compiled for TNS/X 
?ENDIF _TNS_E_TARGET

However, when this sequence is used in a TNS/X compilation, the statement ?IFNOT
_TNS_E_TARGET also evaluates to true, and the subsequent source code will be unintentionally
included in the compilation. To distinguish between TNS/E and TNS/X compilations, sequences
such as the preceding should be replaced. In particular, programs should avoid using the "IFNOT"
test for target- conditional compilation. The preceding sequence could be changed to:
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?IF _TNS_E_TARGET 
-- Source code intended for TNS/E 
?ENDIF _TNS_E_TARGET 
?IF RISC1
-- Source code intended for TNS/R 
?ENDIF RISC1
?DEFINETOG _TNS_X_TARGET
?IF _TNS_X_TARGET 
-- Source code intended for TNS/X 
?ENDIF _TNS_X_TARGET

The ?DEFINETOG directive is necessary because the TNS/E and TNS/R pTAL compilers do
not define that toggle.

Build Script Changes
Build scripts must be changed to use the TNS/X pTAL compiler, the TNS/X linker, and the TNS/X
libraries:
• Replace EPTAL with XPTAL (Guardian-hosted compilations) and eptal with xptal

(Windows-hosted compilations).
• Replace ELD with XLD (Guardian-hosted compilations) and eld with xld (Windows-hosted

compilations).
• Replace explicitly named TNS/E libraries with their corresponding TNS/X libraries. See

Table 3 (page 22) for the new TNS/X library names.
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8 Guardian API Migration Tasks
This section describes changes in the L-series Guardian and OSS application program interface
(API) calls. Most of the L-series APIs behave exactly the same as the H- and J-series APIs. The
calls described in this section are no longer supported, have slightly different behavior, have
different or additional return values, or have been superseded by a new procedure in the L-series
RVUs. See theMeasure Reference Manual and theGuardian Procedure Calls Reference Manual
for detailed descriptions of the procedures mentioned in this section. Topics covered in this
section are:

• “Procedures or Functionality No Longer Supported or that Require Changes”

• “Procedures and Functions Having Different Behavior”

• “Procedures Having New Return Values”

Procedures or Functionality No Longer Supported or that Require
Changes

The following procedures and functionality are either no longer supported or require changes in
the L-series RVUs.

Deprecation of Measure Timer Cell Procedures
Any application that currently uses the Measure Timer Cell procedures,
MEAS_ALLOCATE_TIMERCELLS_, MEAS_DEALLOCATE_TIMERCELLS_,
MEAS_BUMP_TIMERCELL_ and MEAS_RETRIEVE_TIMERCELLS_, must change on L-series
RVUs. Instead of using these procedures, the application must keep time using other system-timer
interfaces.
If an application continues to invoke these APIs on L-series RVUs, these APIs will fail with the
Measure error ERR^NOT^SUPPORTED, and the application must be changed to handle this new
error return.
For more information, see the Measure Reference Manual.

Supported Measurement Data File Formats
For measurement analysis on L-series RVUs, Measure supports H06 data file versions produced
by Measure H06/J04 PVUs, and H07 data file versions produced by Measure H07/J05/L01 PVUs.
To support analysis of H06 data file versions on L-series RVUs, a TNS/X version of MEASFH
supporting the H06 data file version is available through a separate product number (T9186).
Measure does not support analysis of data file versions prior to H06 on L-series RVUs.

Measure Procedures Impacted by SERVERNET/ENDPOINT Entity Changes and
New FABRIC Entity

The impact of the change from ServerNet to InfiniBand (IB) on L-series RVUs requires Measure
changes in these areas:
• SERVERNET/ENDPOINT entity

For measurements on L-series RVUs, a CLIM is no longer specified by GMS (group, module,
slot), port, and fiber. A CLIM must be specified by a name, which is unique within a system.
The GMS fields are also not displayed for all the SERVERNET/ENDPOINT node class
reports. The fields still exist in the external records, but they are filled with zeroes. Measure
continues to support the CLIM GMS field specification and display for measurements on H-
and J-series RVUs.
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NOTE: The SERVERNET entity was renamed ENDPOINT in the J06.18 and H06.29
RVUs. However, the MEASCOM interface still accepts the SERVETNET entity name. For
more information, see Support Note S14018.

• FABRIC entity
For measurements on L-series RVUs, Measure uses this new entity to instrument the IB
layer traffic (NCSL and RDMA layer). No legacy support is provided for the FABRIC entity.

Any application that currently uses the following Measure procedures must change to adapt to
the SVNET^DESC descriptor changes. For SERVERNET/ENDPOINT, these procedures should
stop using the GMS, port and fiber fields in the SVNET^DESC entity descriptor for L-series RVU
measurements.
• MEASCONFIGURE

• MEASINFO

• MEASLISTCONFIG

• MEASREAD

• MEASREAD_DIFF_

• MEASREADACTIVE

• MEAS_READACTIVE_

• MEAS_READACTIVE_MANY_

• MEASREADCONF

• MEASWRITE_DIFF_
The following Measure procedures all take a templateversion parameter. These procedures
will return the Measure error ERR^NO^LEGACY^STYLE if the FABRIC entity and legacy style
records are specified.

• MEASREAD

• MEASREADACTIVE

• MEAS_READACTIVE_

• MEAS_READACTIVE_MANY_

• MEASREAD_DIFF_

• MEASWRITE_DIFF_
For more information, see the Measure Reference Manual.

Procedures and Functions Having Different Behavior
The following procedures have different behavior in the L-series RVUs.

DEBUG and PROCESS_DEBUG_ Procedures Invoke L-Series Debuggers
The DEBUG and PROCESS_DEBUG_ procedures are changed to invoke debugging tools on
L-series RVUs. The debugging tool invoked depends on the execution mode (TNS or native),
debugger availability, and the setting of the INSPECT process attribute (see “Process Attributes”
(page 28) for details).

NOTE: It is possible to configure a system with no debuggers. If a system is configured with
no debuggers, an event that would have invoked a debugger is, instead, either ignored or
generates a signal.
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Procedures Having New Return Values
The following procedures return new values in the L-series RVUs. For the most current return
value information, see the Guardian Procedure Calls Reference Manual.

New Return Value for PROCESSORTYPE
The PROCESSORTYPE procedure returns a value indicating the processor type of a specified
system and processor. For L-series RVUs, processor type 11 is added, indicating an NSX-D or
NSX-G processor.

New Return Values for PROCESSOR_GETNAME_
The PROCESSOR_GETNAME_ procedure returns the processor's type and model. On L-series
RVUs, new return values are defined as follows:

• Processor name NSX-D and NSX-G are added to the values returned by the name parameter.

• Processor type 11, indicating an NSX-D or NSX-G processor, is added to the values returned
by the cpu-type-out parameter

• Processor model number 3 (as in NSX-D processor) and 7 (as in NSX-G processor) are
added to the values returned by the cpu-model-out parameter

New Return Values for PROCESSOR_GETINFOLIST_
New return values are added to the PROCESSOR_GETINFOLIST_ procedure to support the
TNS/X platform. The input attribute codes and their new return values are as follows:

New Return Values for
Code 49 (Processor full
name)

New Return Values for
Code 48 (Processor
name)

New Return Values for
Code 47 (Processor
model number)

New Return Value for
Code 2 (processor type)

HPE Integrity NonStop X
NS7 X1 CPU

NSX-D311

HPE Integrity NonStop X
NS3 X1 CPU

NSX-G711

New Return Values for TOSVERSION and REMOTETOSVERSION
The TOSVERSION and REMOTETOSVERSION procedures identify the version of the operating
system that is running. On L-series RVUs, the new return value is 0x5606, which corresponds
to L06. (The first half of the value is 10 + the ASCII code for 'L'.)
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9 Where to Go for Assistance
Hewlett Packard Enterprise Services

Hewlett Packard Enterprise NonStop Services provides a suite of services and proprietary service
delivery tools to identify software migration issues at your site and to help with the recoding,
compiling, testing, and validation of applications. Assistance is provided by a highly skilled and
experienced staff.

Assessment Services
Before you begin migrating your applications, you can contact Assessment Services. Assessment
Services provides a skilled and experienced staff who can help you analyze your applications to
identify specific modules and program components that require changes for migration to an
H-series system. Migration Assessment Services can help you pinpoint areas of change within
your applications and determine what changes are required. Hewlett Packard Enterprise Services
experts recommend migration scenarios and provide a migration assessment report, a migration
assessment presentation, and a proposal for migration planning and design.

Pilot (Proof of Concept) Service
Hewlett Packard Enterprise Services designs and builds a functional test of critical applications
representing your organization's workload under simulated, test, or controlled access. Hewlett
Packard Enterprise consultants measure and report findings and recommendations in a pilot
final report and a pilot executive presentation.

Global NonStop Solution Center (GNSC)
If you have questions or problems while implementing your migration plan, contact the Global
NonStop Solution Center (GNSC). GNSC is your first point of contact in the event of a problem.
If additional expertise and resources are needed to provide a solution, the GNSC is the gateway
to Hewlett Packard Enterprise's comprehensive support offerings. You are assured of a timely
resolution to technical issues.
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10 Support and other resources
Accessing Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support

• For live assistance, go to the Contact Hewlett Packard Enterprise Worldwide website:
www.hpe.com/assistance

• To access documentation and support services, go to the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support
Center website:
www.hpe.com/support/hpesc

Information to collect
• Technical support registration number (if applicable)

• Product name, model or version, and serial number

• Operating system name and version

• Firmware version

• Error messages

• Product-specific reports and logs

• Add-on products or components

• Third-party products or components

Accessing updates
• Some software products provide a mechanism for accessing software updates through the

product interface. Review your product documentation to identify the recommended software
update method.

• To download product updates, go to either of the following:

Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center Get connected with updates page:
www.hpe.com/support/e-updates

◦

◦ Software Depot website:
www.hpe.com/support/softwaredepot

• To view and update your entitlements, and to link your contracts and warranties with your
profile, go to the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center More Information on Access
to Support Materials page:
www.hpe.com/support/AccessToSupportMaterials

IMPORTANT: Access to some updates might require product entitlement when accessed
through the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center. You must have an HP Passport
set up with relevant entitlements.

Websites

LinkWebsite

www.hpe.com/info/enterprise/docsHewlett Packard Enterprise Information Library

www.hpe.com/support/hpescHewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center
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LinkWebsite

www.hpe.com/assistanceContact Hewlett Packard Enterprise Worldwide

www.hpe.com/support/e-updatesSubscription Service/Support Alerts

www.hpe.com/support/softwaredepotSoftware Depot

www.hpe.com/support/selfrepairCustomer Self Repair

www.hpe.com/info/insightremotesupport/docsInsight Remote Support

www.hpe.com/info/hpux-serviceguard-docsServiceguard Solutions for HP-UX

www.hpe.com/storage/spockSingle Point of Connectivity Knowledge (SPOCK)
nl

Storage compatibility matrix

www.hpe.com/storage/whitepapersStorage white papers and analyst reports

Customer self repair
Hewlett Packard Enterprise customer self repair (CSR) programs allow you to repair your product.
If a CSR part needs to be replaced, it will be shipped directly to you so that you can install it at
your convenience. Some parts do not qualify for CSR. Your Hewlett Packard Enterprise authorized
service provider will determine whether a repair can be accomplished by CSR.
For more information about CSR, contact your local service provider or go to the CSR website:
www.hpe.com/support/selfrepair

Remote support
Remote support is available with supported devices as part of your warranty or contractual support
agreement. It provides intelligent event diagnosis, and automatic, secure submission of hardware
event notifications to Hewlett Packard Enterprise, which will initiate a fast and accurate resolution
based on your product’s service level. Hewlett Packard Enterprise strongly recommends that
you register your device for remote support.
For more information and device support details, go to the following website:
www.hpe.com/info/insightremotesupport/docs

Documentation feedback
Hewlett Packard Enterprise is committed to providing documentation that meets your needs. To
help us improve the documentation, send any errors, suggestions, or comments to Documentation
Feedback (docsfeedback@hpe.com). When submitting your feedback, include the document
title, part number, edition, and publication date located on the front cover of the document. For
online help content, include the product name, product version, help edition, and publication date
located on the legal notices page.
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A Independent Product Migration Tasks
General Migration Considerations for All Independent Product Applications

In most respects, the L-series independent product application environment is similar to the H-
and J-series application environment. Most of the differences are in the application development
environment, which apply to all applications:
• All TNS/E native applications must be recompiled using an L-series TNS/X native compiler.

TNS/E native object files cannot be executed on a NonStop X system.
See the sections in the main body of this manual for details about these and other H- and J-series
and L-series differences and migration tasks that must be performed for all types of applications.

Migrating NonStop CORBA Applications
The L-series RVUs support NonStop CORBA® 2.6.1. The L-series NonStop CORBA application
environment is similar to the H- and J-series NonStop CORBA environment. Some specific
migration considerations for NonStop CORBA:
• NSDLL does not include Pthreads. You must use the standard Pthreads product (T1248).
• CORBA applications written in C++ do not require any source code changes after migrating

to an L-series RVU, but must be recompiled using an L-series TNS/X native compiler.
• CORBA applications written in Java that do not contain any native code do not require any

source code changes and can run as is without recompilation after migrating to an L-series
RVU. CORBA applications written in Java that contain native code must be recompiled using
an L-series TNS/X native compiler. In addition, if the native code uses the Standard Posix
threads library, source code changes are required and the native code has to be rebuilt by
linking the Posix User Thread library.

Migrating NonStop Server for Java 7 Applications
The L-series RVUs support NonStop Server for Java 7. This subsection summarizes the tasks
for migrating NonStop Server for Java 7 applications to L-series RVUs. For information about
migration-related operational tasks, such as installation information and locations of files, see
the NonStop Server for Java Programmer's Reference.
NonStop Server for Java 7 on TNS/X systems has the same Java features and functions as
NonStop Server for Java 7 on TNS/E systems. Differences between NonStop Server for Java 7
on TNS/E systems and TNS/X systems are:
• Java is released with the L-series SUT, and is also installable from DSM/SCM. As a result,

Nonstop server for Java (T2766 and T2866) and the Java Friends products—JDBC T2 driver
for SQL/MX (T1275), JDBC T2 driver for SQL/MP (T1277), JToolkit (T2716), HPjmeter
(T0866) and the TZupdater (T0911)—are released with the SUT as a set of products. The
HPjmeter console will not be released on the SUT.

• The NonStop Server for Java 7 installation directory on TNS/X systems is
/usr/tandem/nssjava/jdkl70_l70where L70 is the product version used for NonStop
Java on L-series RVUs.

• The Java Native Interface (JNI) code needs to be recompiled for the L-series TNS/X platform
and has minimal changes. For the invocation API, the _RLD_LIB_PATH must be set as
follows:
For a 32-bit Java process:
export _RLD_LIB_PATH=/usr/tandem/nssjava/jdk170_l70/jre/lib/oss/server

For a 64-bit Java process:
export _RLD_LIB_PATH=/usr/tandem/nssjava/jdk170_l70/jre/lib/oss64/server

• On L-series, Java supports the C2 compiler only. The C3 compiler is not available. As a
result, C3 compiler specific Java Virtual Machine (JVM) options cannot be used with Java
on L-series RVUs. C3 compiler specific JVM options are ignored and the program continues
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with a warning message, Warning: This platform supports only c2 compiler.
Ignoring the c3 option optionName, where, optionName is the user specified C3
option. Some of the unsupported C3 specific JVM options are:

◦ -XX:+UseC3

◦ -XX:+C3Verbose

◦ -XX:+CompilerOpts

◦ -XX:+TimeCompilerFull

◦ -XX:TimeCompilerLog

◦ -XX:+CaliperOptoOutput

◦ -XX:+OfflineLoadProf

NonStop Tuxedo Applications Are Not Supported on L-Series RVUs
NonStop Tuxedo applications are not supported on L-series RVUs.
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B Migrating TNS Applications to L-Series RVUs
The L-series environment for developing and executing TNS programs is nearly identical to the
H- and J-series TNS environment. As with the H- and J-series RVUs, these TNS tools are available
only in the Guardian environment; they are not supported in the OSS environment and there are
no PC-hosted cross compilers.
The L-series Guardian environment provides binary compatibility with the H- and J-series for
running TNS object files. Most Guardian TNS programs require no source code changes or
recompilation to run on an L-series RVU. There are a few minor differences in some of the TNS
development tools, and possible changes in the run-time behavior of certain programs. These
differences are described in the following topics:
• “L-Series TNS Environment Overview”
• “L-Series TNS Development Tools”
• “Adjusting For Increased DCT Limits”
• “GDSX Applications Do Not Need to be Recompiled”

L-Series TNS Environment Overview
The L-series Guardian environment supports the TNS C, C++, TAL, COBOL85, and FORTRAN
compilers, the Binder utility, and the Inspect debugger, enabling you to develop TNS applications
using familiar TNS tools.
Like H- and J-series RVUs, L-series RVUs support both an interpreted mode and an accelerated
mode for executing TNS object files. The L-series RVUs provide an interpreter for emulating TNS
object code and an accelerator for creating TNS object code with better performance on TNS/X.

Underlying Native Mode Structure for All Programs
On L-series RVUs, as on H- and J-series RVUs, virtually all system code, system library routines,
and other products run in TNS/X native mode.
TNS programs running on L-series RVUs benefit from the increased performance of native-mode
system library routines.

TNS Execution on Multiple Platforms
By default, a TNS program or user library can run on any NonStop platform. A target attribute of
TNS object files can limit the platforms on which it runs. The attribute can be set by the BIND
utility.
Restricting the platform is necessary only if the program has some platform dependency; typically
such dependencies arise only in code that invokes new or undocumented system functions or
privileged code that accesses operating-system data. A user may chose to have separate copies
of a program accelerated for different platforms, and restrict their execution to those platforms
for efficiency. Alternatively, the same object file can be accelerated for multiple platforms (see
“Creating an Accelerated Object File for Both TNS/X and TNS/E Systems” (page 64)).
If a TNS program or user library has not been accelerated for the host platform, it is run in
interpreted mode. Any accelerated regions for other hosts are quietly ignored

TNS Processes on the TNS/E and TNS/X Platforms
A process that runs in TNS interpreted mode or TNS accelerated mode—a TNS process—consists
entirely of TNS instructions or both TNS instructions and accelerator-generated native instructions.
The TNS/E accelerator utility, Object Code Accelerator (OCA), generates Itanium instructions.
The TNS/X accelerator utility, Object Code Accelerator for TNS/X (OCAX), generates x86-64
instructions. A TNS process is initiated by executing a TNS program (which has file code 100).
If the program (or user library, if any) has been accelerated with OCAX, the interpreter finds and
runs the x86-64 instructions provided by the accelerator.
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A TNS process continually shifts between interpreted mode (where TNS instructions are emulated
one at a time), accelerated mode (running x86-64 instructions that emulate sequences of TNS
instructions), and native mode (running native system library procedures).

Process Organization
The organization of a TNS process, in terms of code spaces and data spaces, is the same on
H-, J-, and L-series RVUs, as described in the following paragraphs.

Code Spaces
A TNS process has code spaces that contain executable code. The code spaces for TNS
processes on TNS/E and TNS/X processors are:
• UC (user code)
• UL (user library)
• SC (system code)
• SL (system library)
• implicit DLLs

NOTE: The SC space is unused. Procedure labels designating SC are used to encode
transitions to native system library (implicit-DLL) procedures.

Data Spaces
When a process is created, several data spaces are allocated for its use. The data spaces for
TNS processes on TNS/E and TNS/X processors are:
• A user data segment, containing global data, stack, and optionally other data in the upper

half
• For processes using the XMEM model, an automatic extended data segment (selectable),

segment ID 1024
• A main stack segment for nonprivileged native procedures
• A privileged stack segment for privileged native procedures
• A process file segment (PFS), used by the operating system
• Optional program-allocated extended data segments (selectable or flat segments)
The main and privileged stack segments and PFS are identical to their native counterparts; they
are used when the process invokes native operating-system procedures. The stack segments
include an RSE stack on TNS/E, but not on TNS/X systems.

Summary of Changes in the L-Series TNS Environment
Major differences in the H- and J-series and L-series TNS environments are:
• Different accelerator tool. The L-series Object Code Accelerator for TNS/X (OCAX) is used

instead of the H- and J-series Object Code Accelerator for TNS/E (OCA). OCAX runs on
TNS/X systems.

• Different TNS viewer tool. The L-series TNS Viewer for TNS/X (TNSVUX) is used instead
of the H- and J-series TNSVU. TNSVUX performs the same role for OCAX-processed files
as TNSVU performs for OCA-generated files. TNSVUX runs on TNS/X systems.

• New Binder options (see “Binder Utility” (page 63) for details).
• Changes to debugging tools.

H- and J-series Inspect is not supported on L-series RVUs; L-series Inspect is supported
instead.

◦

◦ Visual Inspect is not supported on L-series RVUs.
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• There is no EPTRACE equivalent on L-series RVUs.
• Changes that might affect the performance or execution characteristics of your program.

These include:

◦ “Adjusting For Increased DCT Limits” (page 32)

The OSS environment does not support the TNS development tools or TNS processes. OSS
TNS programs must be converted to TNS/X native mode to run on an L-series RVU.

L-Series TNS Development Tools
As in the H- and J-series RVUs, the L-series RVUs provide tools for developing and running TNS
applications in the Guardian environment. Most of the L-series tools are nearly the same as the
H- and J-series tools, but there are a few minor differences. Table 5 summarizes the tools and
notes the differences.

NOTE: In the table, items shown in boldface print are different between the two environments.
Items shown in normal print are the same.

Table 5 H- and J-Series and L-Series TNS Development Environments

L-Series TNS ToolH- and J-Series TNS ToolDevelopment Tool

CCGuardian C compiler

CPREPCPREPGuardian C preprocessor

CFRONTCFRONTGuardian C++ translator

COBOL85COBOL85Guardian COBOL compiler

TALTALGuardian TAL compiler

FORTRANFORTRANGuardian FORTRAN compiler

BIND (new options to change and
display object file attributes)

BINDBinder utility

OCAOCAaccelerator utility

• Accelerates TNS code for
execution on TNS/E system

• Accelerates TNS code for
execution on TNS/E system

• •OCA-generated code ignored on
NonStop X system

OCA-generated code ignored on
NonStop X system

•• Hosted on TNS/E and TNS/X
platforms

Hosted on TNS/E and TNS/X
platforms

OCAX

• Accelerates TNS code for
execution on NonStop X system

• OCAX-generated code ignored on
TNS/E system

• Hosted on TNS/X platforms

InspectInspect, Visual Inspectdebugging tools

TNSVUTNSVUviewer tool

• Examines Itanium instructions in
the IPF region

• Examines Itanium instructions in
the IPF region

• •Hosted on TNS/E and TNS/X
platforms

Hosted on TNS/E and TNS/X
platforms
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Table 5 H- and J-Series and L-Series TNS Development Environments (continued)

L-Series TNS ToolH- and J-Series TNS ToolDevelopment Tool

TNSVUX

• Examines x86-64 instructions in
the OCAX region

• Hosted on TNS/X platforms

SQLCOMP for SQL/MP, MXCMP for
SQL/MX (Guardian)

SQLCOMP for SQL/MP, MXCMP for
SQL/MX (Guardian)

SQL compiler

TNS not supported for OSSTNS not supported for OSS

DDLDDLdata definition language compiler

CROSSREF (Guardian)CROSSREF (Guardian)cross reference utility

L-Series TNS Compilers
The TNS compilers for the C/C++, COBOL, FORTRAN, and TAL languages are hosted on
L-series RVUs. These compilers are identical to the TNS compilers hosted on H- and J-series
RVUs. They produce object files consisting of CISC instructions that can be linked with the Binder
utility and executed in either interpreted or accelerated mode. The TNS compilers for H-series,
J-series, and L-series RVUs have identical command names and command line syntax. They
produce identical code, and any TNS source program that compiles and runs on an H- or J-series
RVU will compile and run on an L-series RVU.
The L-series TNS compilers are available only in the Guardian environment. They are not
supported in the OSS environment or as PC-hosted cross compilers.

Binder Utility
You can use the Binder utility on TNS/X systems to combine TNS code files into a complete
executable application program. The bound application can then be executed in interpreted
mode, or you can use the TNS/E accelerator utility (OCA) or TNS/X accelerator utility (OCAX)
or both to accelerate the application.
The L-series Binder is nearly identical to the H- and J-series Binder with a few new options added:

Description of ChangesBinder Command

New OCAX ENABLE attribute controls whether or not
OCAX can process a particular file. By default, Binder

CHANGE

sets the OCAX ENABLE attribute to ON. OCAX does not
change the value of this attribute. If you set the OCAX
ENABLE attribute to OFF, Binder forbids OCAX from
operating on the object file, and allows execution only in
TNS interpreted mode.
TARGET attribute is extended to accept TNS/X as the
target processor.

TARGET attribute is extended to accept TNS/X as the
target processor.

SET

New OCAX ENABLE option displays whether or not the
named TNS object file is allowed to be accelerated by
OCAX.

SHOW

The output produced in response to the INFO option is
amended to include OCAX information if the program has
been accelerated by OCAX.

New OCAX option removes the x86 region from an
OCAX-accelerated object file.

STRIP
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See the Binder Manual for details on the new command options and on Binder operation in
general.

Object Code Accelerator for TNS/X Utility
The L-series Object Code Accelerator for TNS/X (OCAX) performs the same function on TNS/X
systems as the H- and J-series Object Code Accelerator (OCA) does on TNS/E systems: it
accepts a fully linked, ready-to-run TNS object file and generates native machine instructions to
simulate the TNS instructions. The difference between OCA and OCAX is that OCAX generates
x86-64 instructions instead of the Itanium instructions produced by OCA.
OCAX augments the object file with an OCAX region that contains the x86-64 instructions. The
augmented object file is said to be an "accelerated" file. The OCAX-generated object file not only
runs significantly faster than the unaccelerated object file, but it also exhibits improved performance
over the same object file accelerated using OCA on an H- or J-series system. Figure 1 shows
the OCAX acceleration process.

Figure 1 OCAX Acceleration Process

Interpreted and accelerated TNS files can be debugged using the debugging tool available on
L-series RVUs. See “L-Series TNS Debugging Tool” (page 65).

Running Object Code Accelerator for TNS/X
To run the Object Code Accelerator for TNS/X, use the OCAX command. The OCAX command
uses the identical command line options as the OCA command. See the Object Code Accelerator
for TNS/X (OCAX) Manual for details.

Creating an Accelerated Object File for Both TNS/X and TNS/E Systems
You can use OCAX to accelerate an object file that has already been accelerated by OCA. The
resulting file contains two separate regions: an IPF region that contains Itanium instructions, and
an OCAX region that contains x86-64 instructions. (Similarly, you can use OCA to accelerate a
file that has been accelerated by OCAX; OCA and OCAX can be run in either order.) In this
manner, you can create a single TNS object file accelerated for both the TNS/E and TNS/X
platforms that can runs faster on both TNS/E and TNS/X machines. Figure 2 illustrates the
creation of an accelerated object file with IPF and OCAX regions.
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Figure 2 Creating an Object File Accelerated for Both TNS/X and TNS/E Systems

NOTE: Although the preceding figure shows OCAX being run first, you can run the accelerator
utilities in either order. Similarly, you can accelerate the object for TNS/R with the AXCEL utility,
which is hosted on TNS/R and TNS/E systems, but not TNS/X systems.

You can use Binder on a NonStop X system to combine TNS code files, then use OCAX to
accelerate the combined file. Binder can combine accelerated files, but in doing so, it discards
any accelerated region. In this case, you must reaccelerate the combined file.

Cross-Platform Acceleration
The TNS/E OCA and TNS/X OCAX programs are supported on the TNS/X platform. This enables
you to create an object file that can run in accelerated mode on the other platform or on both
platforms. Characteristics of the TNS/E and TNS/X accelerator utilities are:

Where Generated Code
Runs Accelerated

What it GeneratesWhere it RunsAccelerator Utility

TNS/E systemsObject file with an IPF
region that contains Itaniuim
instructions

TNS/E and TNS/X systemsOCA

TNS/X systemsObject file with an OCAX
region that contains x86-64
instructions

TNS/X systemsOCAX

L-Series TNS Debugging Tool
Debugging TNS programs on TNS/X systems is similar to debugging them on TNS/E systems
except that the only supported debugger is L-series Inspect. You can use L-series Inspect on
the NonStop X server and debug TNS programs without any knowledge of the underlying x86
architecture. H-series Inspect on the NonStop server and Visual Inspect on the PC are not
supported on TNS/X systems.

Inspect
L-series Inspect is similar to H- and J-series Inspect; the syntax is identical and it offers most of
the same commands. Its use is limited to accelerated or interpreted TNS programs, including
Screen COBOL programs; it cannot be used with TNS/X native programs. Using L-series Inspect,
you can do symbolic debugging at the source statement level in either interpreted or accelerated
execution modes.

NOTE: L-series Inspect shows a TNS/X call site location as a 32-bit hexadecimal number.
Although L-series Inspect does not support TNS/X native processes, a TNS process can be held
at a TNS/X code location. For example, a TNS process can be held due to a memory access
breakpoint (MAB), stop event, or abend event.

L-series Inspect provides a familiar debugging tool for TNS programmers who use Inspect on
H- and J-series RVUs.
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See these manuals for more information on TNS debugging, including restrictions on debugging
accelerated processes:
OCAX Manual
Inspect Manual

Switching Debuggers During a Debugging Session
The L-series debuggers—Inspect and Native Inspect—enable you to switch from one debugger
to another while debugging a process. The ability to switch debuggers is especially useful if a
process enters the debug state under control of an inappropriate debugger; for example, if a
TNS program automatically enters the debug state under control of Native Inspect. Since Native
Inspect does not support TNS mode debugging, you could use this feature to switch to Inspect.
See the Inspect Manual and the Native Inspect Manual for details.

INSPECT Attribute Changes
The INSPECT process attribute determines which debugger will be selected by the process. The
debugger selected depends on the platform (TNS/E or TNS/X), execution mode (TNS or native),
and debugger availability. The debugger selected by the INSPECT attribute for TNS processes
is shown in the following table. For each process type and INSPECT setting, the table shows
the debuggers in the order selected, depending on debugger availability.

INSPECT OFFINSPECT ON

1. Inspect
2. Native Inspect2

1. Visual Inspect1

2. Inspect
3. Native Inspect2

H- and J-series TNS Processes

1. Inspect
2. Native Inspect3

1. Inspect
2. Native Inspect3

L-series TNS Processes

1 Visual Inspect requires the existence of a matching client connection.
2 Native Inspect does not actually support TNS debugging. When used with a TNS process, commands such as step

and next apply to the underlying TNS/E view rather than the TNS process.
3 Native Inspect does not actually support TNS debugging. When used with a TNS process, commands such as step

and next apply to the underlying TNS/X view rather than the TNS process.

TNS Viewer for TNS/X (TNSVUX) Tool
A new object file browser, TNSVUX, is also available for L-series RVUs. TNSVUX is an L-series
interactive tool for browsing static TNS object files. In particular, you can use TNSVUX to view
the x86-64 instructions generated by the Object Code Accelerator for TNS/X. Using TNSVUX,
you can:
• View general information about the file
• Find out what procedures are in the file
• View sections of the object code
• View the x86-64 instructions generated for the TNS instructions
TNSVUX is available in L-series RVUs only. See the TNSVUX User's Guide for details.

Handling Misaligned Data in TNS Programs
Programs compiled with the TNS compilers align data items wider than one byte on even-byte
addresses. Occasionally, however, a programming error or a run-time event will cause a data
item to violate this alignment rule; that is, the data item is aligned on an odd-byte address. These
misalignments can occur in programs running in interpreted or accelerated mode.
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L-series RVUs provide the following options for handling data misalignments in TNS program:
• Only the NoRound and Fail options are supported. Misaligned addresses are never rounded

down on L-series RVUs, so there is no option to continue execution using a rounded-down
address.

• The default option is Fail.
• The NoRound and Fail options can be specified either on a system-wide basis through SCF

or on a per-program basis through a Binder command. The latter feature allows you to detect
misalignments in specific programs while allowing others to execute through a misalignment.

• The option to generate and log EMS events in the event of data misalignments is not
supported.

• There is no EPTRACE equivalent on L-series RVUs.
With NoRound in effect, all TNS programs (those that formerly had round-downs and those that
did not) will run on a NonStop X system with no source code changes, but not necessarily with
the same results as on earlier systems.

NOTE: The NoRound misalignment handling option is intended as a temporary solution and
migration aid, not as a substitute for recoding your program to ensure that all addresses are
properly aligned. In particular, programs that depend on a particular handling of misaligned
addresses cannot be safely migrated.

Using the Fail Option to Detect Data Misalignments
The option to cause a program to fail when a misaligned address is detected is useful for
diagnosing misalignment problems in TNS programs.
On L-series RVUs, all misalignments are detected and are handled according to the system
setting (Noround or Fail).
The Fail behavior can be selected in one of two ways:
• Through SCF. This sets the default behavior for all programs on the system.
• Through a Binder option. This method overrides the system default behavior, and applies

only to the program being bound. The Binder command to select the Fail behavior is SET
MISALIGN FAIL.

These documents provide more information on detecting and correcting data misalignments in
TNS programs:
Binder Manual
C/C++ Programmer's Guide
COBOL Manual for TNS/E and TNS/X Programs
TAL Programmer's Guide Data Alignment Addendum

Adjusting For Increased DCT Limits
For detailed information about DCT limits, see “Adjusting For Increased DCT Limits” (page 32).

GDSX Applications Do Not Need to be Recompiled
All Extended General Device Support (GDSX) applications being migrated from G-series RVUs
to H- and J-series RVUs needed to be recompiled on the H- or J-series RVU. When migrating
from H- and J-series RVUs to L-series RVUs, recompiling these applications on L-series RVUs
is not necessary.
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C Reporting Compiler Problems
Compiling C/C++ and pTAL programs at optimization level 1 or level 2 can expose latent bugs
in source code that might not be exposed at level 0. If you have determined that failure is not
caused by a programming error, you might suspect a defect in the compiler, and you must report
the problem to Hewlett Packard Enterprise. If you do decide to report the problem, you must
include certain information in your problem report. This appendix provides tips and guidelines
for gathering the required information.

Types of Errors
Information required to analyze the problem depends on the type of error. Possible error types
are:
• Compiler error. The compiler generated an assertion or some other error while compiling a

program.
• Compiler abort. The compiler aborted with a segmentation fault or bus error while compiling

a program.
• Runtime abort. The compiled program terminated with a segmentation fault or bus error that

occurred during execution.
• Incorrect results. The compiled program produced incorrect results when executed.
The last two error types can result from changes in the optimization level.

Information Required for All Error Types
For all error types, you should include:
• Compiler version
• Options passed to the compiler
• Symptoms of the error
• Any error messages caused by the error
• The source code (preprocessed in most cases) that produced the error

Additional Information Needed for Compiler Errors and Compiler Aborts
To diagnose a compile-time failure, Hewlett Packard Enterprise requires a preprocessed version
of the file that produced the failure. To obtain a preprocessed file, specify the following parameters
on the compiler run command:

PC or OSS EnvironmentGuardian Environment

-E flagCPPONLY FILE "filename"C/C++ compiler

-savesource="filename"SAVESOURCE filenamepTAL compiler

• For the C/C++ compiler in the Guardian environment, after creating the preprocessed file,
compile it to verify that the file was created correctly and that the error can be reproduced.

• For the C/C++ compiler in the Guardian environment, the file produced can be an edit file
or a type 180 file (the default). The C/C++ compiler accepts either as input. On OSS and
Windows there are no edit files.

• For the pTAL compiler in the Guardian environment, the file produced is not an edit file (it
is an odd-unstructured file with a filecode of 180) and cannot be compiled by the compiler
as is. The file must be converted to an edit file using the CTOEDIT utility. (It might not be
possible to convert the file to an edit file due to limitations in the size of the edit file.) In
addition, note that the contents of the file produced by the pTAL compiler contains all source
lines, including comments read by the compiler.
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Finally, be sure to include the exact text of the error message in your report.

Additional Information Needed for Incorrect Results Error
For programs that generate incorrect results, you should attempt to isolate the error. It is helpful
if you can abstract a small case from the original application demonstrating the incorrect behavior.
Actions you can take to isolate the error include:
• If the program contains debugging information, use a debugger (Native Inspect) to step

through the program. Verify that you do not reach the failure state because the code is written
to do so.

• If the program does not contain debugging information, insert print statements (for example,
printf() in C/C++) in the code to gather data points that might be helpful. Note, however,
that changes to the source code can result in code transformations that hide the error, so
use print statements with caution.

• Make use of the compiler's ability to toggle optimizations per routine. You can create an
optimize file that specifies which optimization level the compiler should apply to a particular
routine. You can apply a binary search algorithm to determine the exact routine that is causing
the problem. (Note, however, that more than one routine may be causing the problem.) For
details on creating an optimize file, see “Creating an Optimize File” (page 70)
For example, suppose an application consists of functions A, B, and C, and the application
fails at optimization level 2. Create an optimize file that directs the compiler to compile
functions A and B at level 0. (Function C will continue to be compiled at level 2.) If the failure
no longer occurs, you can conclude that the problem is related to A or B. If you then compile
A at level 0 and remaining functions at level 2, and the error still does not occur, A is the
likely source of the error.

If you are unable to isolate the problem, your problem report should include the source code for
the entire program, as well as instructions on how to build the program and how to identify whether
the program is running incorrectly.

Additional Information Needed for Runtime Abort
When reporting a runtime abort error, you should provide the same information as for an incorrect
results error. If you cannot provide that information, the problem can sometimes be isolated by
examining the compiled object file that contains the error, the dump file produced by the object
file, and the preprocessed source file in which the error occurred. Tips for providing this
"alternative" information are described next.

Tips for Providing Alternative Debugging Information
If you are unable to provide the working environment for reproducing the failure, you can provide
certain low-level information that can be used to understand the failure without the need to build
and run the program. Using one of the native debugging tools, examine the dump for the following
information:
• Save the stacktrace. (Use the Inspect backtrace (bt) command and place the output in

a text file.) The debugger's log command enables you to capture the debugging session's
commands and outputs to a text file.

• Identify the point of failure by recording the file name, function name, and line number (if
available) in the program where the failure occurs.

• Working backwards from the point of failure, obtain the values of variables and registers that
reach and affect the point of failure.

• Obtain the values of the input variables (usually indicated in the stacktrace generated by
the bt command).

NOTE: These values are not readily available when the code is optimized.
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• Use this variable and register state at the point of failure to verify that your program could
never reach this particular failure state as a result of a programming error.

• It might also be helpful to create an optimize file (described next) and attempting to isolate
the routine where the failure occurred by lowering the optimization level for each routine in
the stacktrace, one at a time, beginning with the topmost routine. (However, the point of
failure could be in a procedure that has finished executing and is no longer in the stacktrace.)

Creating an Optimize File
An optimize file is a text file that specifies an optimization level at which a particular routine should
be compiled. The optimize file is then specified in a parameter on the compiler run command.
All routines not specified in the optimize file are compiled at the level specified on the command
line. The format of an optimize file is:
procedure optimization-level

procedure.subprocedure optimization-level

The command line parameter to specify the optimize file depends on the compiler and
environment:

PC or OSS EnvironmentGuardian Environment

-Woptfile="filename"OPTFILE "filename"C/C++ compiler

-optimizefile="filename"OPTIMIZEFILE="filename"pTAL compiler
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Glossary
A

accelerate To speed up emulated execution of a TNS object file by applying the Object Code Accelerator
(OCA) for TNS/E system execution or the Object Code Accelerator for TNS/X (OCAX ) for
NonStop X system execution before running the object file.

accelerated
mode

See TNS accelerated mode.

accelerated
object code

The Intel®Itanium® instructions (in the Itanium region) that result from processing a TNS object
file with the Object Code Accelerator (OCA) or the x86-64 instructions (in the x86 region) that
result from processing a TNS object file with the Object Code Accelerator for TNS/X (OCAX).

accelerated
object file

A TNS object file that, in addition to its TNS instructions and symbol information, has been
augmented by the Object Code Accelerator (OCA) with equivalent but faster Intel®Itanium®
instructions, the Object Code Accelerator for TNS/X (OCAX) with equivalent but faster x86-64
instructions, or both.

API See application program interface (API).
application
program
interface (API)

A set of services (such as programming language functions or procedures) that are called by
an application program to communicate with other software components. For example, an
application program in the form of a client might use an API to communicate with a server
program.

B

Binder A programming utility that combines one or more compilation units’ TNS object code files to
create an executable TNS object code file for a TNS program or library. Used only with TNS
object files. See also eld utility and xld utility.

C

CISC See complex instruction-set computing (CISC).
complex
instruction-set
computing
(CISC)

A processor architecture based on a large instruction set, characterized by numerous addressing
modes, multicycle machine instructions, and many special-purpose instructions. TNS and x86
are CISC architectures. Contrast with Explicitly Parallel Instruction Computing (EPIC).

D

DLL See dynamic link library (DLL).
DWARF An industry-standard format for symbol table information. It is used for symbol table information

added to TNS/E and TNS/X object files, and is used primarily for debugging (not for most linking
activities).

dynamic link
library (DLL)

A collection of procedures whose code and data can be loaded and executed at any virtual
memory address, with run-time resolution of links to and from the main program and other
independent libraries. The same DLL can be used by more than one process. Each process
gets its own copy of DLL instance data. See also position-independent code (PIC).

E

eld utility A utility that collects, links, and modifies code and data blocks from one or more TNS/E native
object files to produce a target TNS/E native loadfile. See also xld utility and Binder.

ELF See executable and linking format (ELF).
emulate To imitate the instruction set and address spaces of a different hardware system by means of

software. Emulator software is compatible with and runs software built for the emulated system.
For example, a TNS/E or NonStop X system emulates the behavior of a TNS system when
executing interpreted or accelerated TNS object code.
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enoft utility A utility that reads and displays information from TNS/E native object files. Contrast with xnoft
utility.

EPIC See Explicitly Parallel Instruction Computing (EPIC).
executable and
linking format
(ELF)

A standard format used for POSIX object files. TNS/E and TNS/X native object files are in ELF
format with Hewlett Packard Enterprise extensions.

execution mode The emulated or real instruction set environment in which object code runs. A TNS/E system
has three execution modes: TNS/E native mode using TNS/E native compilers and Itanium®
instructions, emulated TNS execution in TNS interpreted mode, and emulated TNS execution
in TNS accelerated mode. A NonStop X system has three execution modes: TNS/X native
mode using TNS/X native compilers and x86-64 instructions, emulated TNS execution in TNS
interpreted mode, and emulated TNS execution in TNS accelerated mode.

Explicitly Parallel
Instruction
Computing
(EPIC)

The technology that forms the basis for the Intel®Itanium® architecture. EPIC technology allows
parallel processing opportunities to be explicitly identified by the compiler before the software
code is executed by the processor.

G

Guardian An environment available for interactive or programmatic use with the NonStop operating system.
Processes that run in the Guardian environment use the Guardian system procedure calls as
their application program interface; interactive users of the Guardian environment use the HPE
Advanced Command Language (TACL) or another Hewlett Packard Enterprise product’s
command interpreter. Contrast with Open System Services (OSS).

Guardian
environment

The Guardian application program interface (API), tools, and utilities.

H

HPE NonStop
Open System
Services (OSS)

An open system environment available for interactive or programmatic use with the HPE NonStop
operating system. Processes that run in the OSS environment usually use the OSS application
program interface. Interactive users of the OSS environment usually use the OSS shell for their
command interpreter. Synonymous with Open System Services (OSS) environment. Contrast
with Guardian.

HPE Transaction
Application
Language (TAL)

A systems programming language with many features specific to stack-oriented TNS systems.

I

implicit library A library supplied by Hewlett Packard Enterprise that is available in the read-only and
execute-only globally mapped address space shared by all processes without being specified
to the linker or loader. Synonymous with “implicit DLL”.

Intel®Itanium®
instructions

Register-oriented EPIC machine instructions in the Itanium® instruction set that are native to
and directly executed by a TNS/E system. Itanium instructions do not execute on TNS/X systems.
Contrast with x86-64 instructions.
TNS Object Code Accelerator (OCA)-generated Itanium instructions are produced by accelerating
TNS object code. Native-compiled Itanium instructions are produced by compiling source code
with a TNS/E native compiler.

x86-64
instructions

Register-oriented NonStop X machine instructions in the x86-64 instruction set that are native
to and directly executed by a NonStop X system. x86-64 instructions do not execute on TNS/E
systems. Contrast with Intel®Itanium® instructions.

TNS Object Code Accelerator for TNS/X (OCAX)-generated x86-64 instructions are produced
by accelerating TNS object code. Native-compiled x86-64 instructions are produced by compiling
source code with a TNS/X native compiler.
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L

linker (1) The process or server that invokes the message system to deliver a message to some other
process or server.
(2) A programming utility that combines one or more compilation units’ linkfiles to create an
executable loadfile for a native program or library. See also eld utility and xld utility.

linkfile (1) A file containing object code that is not yet ready to load and execute. Linkfiles are combined
by means of a linker to make a loadfile for a program or library. Compiling creates one linkfile
per independent source module. Contrast with loadfile.
(2) For native C/C++ compilers in the Guardian environment, a command file for input to the
eld or xld utility.

linking The operation of examining, collecting, linking, and modifying code and data blocks from one
or more object files to produce a target object file.

loader A programming utility that transfers a program into memory so it can run. The mechanism that
brings loadfiles into memory for execution, maps them into virtual address space, and resolves
symbol references among them. Synonyms include run-time loader and run-time linker. For
PIC loadfiles, a loader called RLD works with the operating system to load programs and
libraries.

loadfile An object code file that is ready for loading into memory and executing on the computer. Loadfiles
are further classified as programs (containing a main routine at which to begin execution of that
program) or DLLs (supplying routines or variables to multiple programs or separately loaded
libraries). A TNS code file might be both a loadfile and a linkfile. Native code files are never
both. Contrast with linkfile.

N

native linker Refers generically to the eld or xld utility. See also eld utility and xld utility.
native mode Refers generically to TNS/E or TNS/X native mode. See also TNS/E native mode and TNS/X

native mode.
native object
code

Refers generically to TNS/E or TNS/X native object code. See also TNS/E native object code
and TNS/X native object code.

native object file Refers generically to a TNS/E or TNS/X native object file. See also TNS/E native object file and
TNS/X native object file.

native object file
tool

Refers generically to the enoft or xnoft utility. See also enoft utility and xnoft utility.

native process Refers generically to a TNS/E or TNS/X native process. See also TNS/E native process and
TNS/X native process.

NonStop Open
System Services
(OSS)

An application program interface (API) to the NonStop operating system and associated tools
and utilities. For a more complete definition, see HPE NonStop Open System Services (OSS).

NonStop
Operating
System

The operating system for NonStop systems.

NonStop Series
TNS/E

See TNS/E.

NonStop Series
TNS/X

See TNS/X .

O

Object Code
Accelerator
(OCA)

A program optimization tool that processes a TNS object file and produces an accelerated file
for a TNS/E system. OCA augments a TNS object file with equivalent Itanium® instructions.
TNS object code that is accelerated runs faster on TNS/E systems than TNS object code that
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is not accelerated. Contrast with Object Code Accelerator for TNS/X (OCAX) and Object Code
Interpreter (OCI).

Object Code
Accelerator for
TNS/X (OCAX)

A program optimization tool that processes a TNS object file and produces an accelerated file
for a NonStop X system. OCAX augments a TNS object file with equivalent x86-64 instructions.
TNS object code that is accelerated runs faster on TNS/X systems than TNS object code that
is not accelerated. Contrast with Object Code Accelerator (OCA) and Object Code Interpreter
(OCI).

Object Code
Interpreter (OCI)

A program that processes a TNS object file and emulates TNS instructions on a TNS/E or
NonStop X system without preprocessing the object file. See also Object Code Accelerator
(OCA).

object file A file generated by a compiler, Binder, or linker that contains machine instructions and other
information needed to construct the executable code spaces and initial data for a process. The
file might be a loadable object (loadfile) that is ready for immediate execution, or it might be
incomplete (a linkfile) and require linking with other object files before execution.

OCA (1) The command used to invoke the TNS/E Object Code Accelerator (OCA). See also OCAX.
(2) See Object Code Accelerator (OCA).

OCAX (1) The command used to invoke the TNS/X Object Code Accelerator TNS/X (OCAX). See also
OCA.
(2) See Object Code Accelerator for TNS/X (OCAX).

OCI See Object Code Interpreter (OCI).
Open System
Services (OSS)

See HPE NonStop Open System Services (OSS).

Open System
Services (OSS)
environment

The NonStop Open System Services (OSS) application program interface (API), tools, and
utilities.

operating system See NonStop Operating System.
OSS See Open System Services (OSS).

P

PIC See position-independent code (PIC).
position-independent code (PIC)

Executable code that need not be modified to run at different virtual addresses. External reference
addresses appear only in a data area that can be modified by the loader; they do not appear
in PIC. PIC makes it possible for programmers to create dynamic-link libraries, which can be
loaded and unloaded by an executing program. See also dynamic link library (DLL).

process (1) A program that has been submitted to the operating system for execution, or a program that
is currently running in the computer. (2) An address space, a single thread of control that
executes within that address space, and the system resources required by that thread of control.

program file An executable object code file containing a program’s main routine plus related routines statically
linked together and combined into the same object file. Other routines shared with other programs
might be located in separately loaded libraries. A program file can be named on a RUN command;
other code files cannot. See also object file.

pTAL Portable Transaction Application Language. A machine-independent system programming
language based on Transaction Application Language (TAL). The pTAL language excludes
TNS architecture-specific TAL constructs and includes new constructs that replace the
architecture-specific constructs. Contrast with HPE Transaction Application Language (TAL).

pTAL compiler (1) An optimizing native-mode compiler for the pTAL language.
(2) The name of such a compiler generating TNS/R native object files.
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public
dynamic-link
library (public
DLL)

Native-mode executable code modules available to all native user processes. A TNS/E or TNS/X
public library is specified in the public library registry, supplied by Hewlett Packard Enterprise
or optionally a user.

public library A dynamic-link library (DLL) that is known to the operating system, available for execution by
any process or user, and is not an implicit library.

T

TAL See HPE Transaction Application Language (TAL).
TAL compiler The non-native compiler that processes TAL source code as input and generates TNS object

code. Contrast with pTAL compiler.
TNS Refers to fault-tolerant Hewlett Packard Enterprise computers that support the NonStop operating

system and are based on microcoded complex instruction-set computing (CISC) technology.
TNS systems run the TNS instruction set. Contrast with TNS/E and TNS/X.

TNS accelerated
mode

A TNS emulation environment on a TNS/E or NonStop X system in which accelerated TNS
object files are run. TNS instructions have been previously translated into optimized sequences
of Intel®Itanium® or x86-64 instructions. TNS accelerated mode runs much faster than TNS
interpreted mode. Accelerated or interpreted TNS object code cannot be mixed with or called
by native mode object code. See also Object Code Accelerator (OCA) and Object Code
Accelerator for TNS/X (OCAX). Contrast with TNS/E native mode and TNS/X native mode.

TNS instructions Stack-oriented, 16-bit machine instructions that are directly executed on TNS systems by
hardware and microcode. TNS instructions can be emulated on TNS/E and TNS/X systems by
using millicode, an interpreter, and optional acceleration. Contrast with Intel®Itanium®
instructions and x86-64 instructions.

TNS interpreted
mode

A TNS emulation environment on a TNS/E or NonStop X system in which individual TNS
instructions in a TNS object file are directly executed by interpretation rather than permanently
translated into Itanium® or x86-64 instructions. TNS interpreted mode runs slower than TNS
accelerated mode. Each TNS instruction is decoded each time it is executed, and no
optimizations between TNS instructions are possible. TNS interpreted mode is used when a
TNS object file has not been accelerated for that hardware system, and it is also sometimes
used for brief periods within accelerated object files. Accelerated or interpreted TNS object
code cannot be mixed with or called by native object code. See also Object Code Interpreter
(OCI) and Object Code Accelerator for TNS/X (OCAX). Contrast with TNS accelerated mode,
TNS/E native mode, and TNS/X native mode.

TNS object code The TNS instructions that result from processing program source code with a TNS language
compiler. TNS object code is emulated on TNS/E and TNS/X systems.

TNS object file An object file created by a TNS compiler or the Binder. A TNS object file contains TNS
instructions. TNS object files can be processed by the Object Code Accelerator (OCA) for TNS/E
or the Object Code Accelerator for TNS/X (OCAX) to produce to produce accelerated object
files. A TNS object file can be run on TNS/E and TNS/X systems by emulation.

TNS process A process whose main program object file is a TNS object file, compiled using a TNS compiler.
A TNS process executes in interpreted or accelerated mode while within itself, when calling a
user library, or when calling into TNS system libraries. A TNS process temporarily executes in
native mode when calling into native-compiled parts of the system library. Object files within a
TNS process might be accelerated or not, with automatic switching between accelerated and
interpreted modes on calls and returns between those parts. See also TNS/E native process
and TNS/X native process.

TNS user library A user library available to TNS processes in the Guardian environment. See also user library.
TNS/E Refers to fault-tolerant Hewlett Packard Enterprise computers that support the NonStop operating

system and are based on the Intel®Itanium® processor. TNS/E systems run the Itanium
instruction set and can run TNS object files by emulation. TNS/E systems include all NonStop
systems that use NSE-n processors and run H- or J-series release versions of software. Contrast
with TNS/X.
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TNS/E native C
compiler

The C compiler that generates TNS/E object files. Contrast with TNS/X native C compiler.

TNS/E native
COBOLcompiler

The COBOL compiler that generates TNS/E object files. Contrast with TNS/X native COBOL
compiler.

TNS/E native
mode

The primary execution environment on a TNS/E system, in which native-compiled Itanium®
object code executes, following TNS/E native-mode compiler conventions for data locations,
addressing, stack frames, registers, and call linkage. See also TNS interpreted mode and TNS
accelerated mode. Contrast with TNS/X native mode.

TNS/E native
object code

The Intel®Itanium® instructions that result from processing program source code with a TNS/E
native compiler. TNS/E native object code executes only on TNS/E systems, not on TNS/X
systems. Contrast with TNS/X native object code.

TNS/E native
object file

An object file created by a TNS/E native compiler that contains Intel®Itanium® instructions and
other information needed to construct the code spaces and the initial data for a TNS/E native
process. Contrast with TNS/X native object file.

TNS/E native
process

A process initiated by executing a TNS/E native object file. Contrast with TNS/X native process.

TNS/E native
user library

A user library available to TNS/E native processes in the Guardian and OSS environments. A
TNS/E native user library is implemented as a dynamic-link library (DLL). Contrast with TNS/X
native user library.

TNS/E pTAL
compiler

An optimizing native-mode compiler that processes pTAL source code as input and generates
TNS/E object code. See also TAL compiler. Contrast with TNS/X pTAL compiler.

TNS/X Refers to fault-tolerant Hewlett Packard Enterprise computers that support the NonStop operating
system and are based on the Intel®x86® processor. TNS/X systems run the x86-64 instruction
set and can run TNS object files by emulation. TNS/X systems include all NonStop systems
that use NSX-n processors and run L-series release versions of software. Contrast with TNS/E.

TNS/X native C
compiler

The C compiler that generates TNS/X object files. Compare to TNS/E native C compiler.

TNS/X native
COBOLcompiler

The COBOL compiler that generates TNS/X object files. Contrast with TNS/E native COBOL
compiler.

TNS/X native
mode

The primary execution environment on a NonStop X system, in which native-compiled x86-64
object code executes, following TNS/X native-mode compiler conventions for data locations,
addressing, stack frames, registers, and call linkage. See also TNS interpreted mode and TNS
accelerated mode. Contrast with TNS/E native mode.

TNS/X native
object code

The x86-64 instructions that result from processing program source code with a TNS/X native
compiler. TNS/X native object code executes only on TNS/X systems, not on TNS/E systems.
Contrast with TNS/E native object code.

TNS/X native
object file

An object file created by a TNS/X native compiler that contains x86-64 instructions and other
information needed to construct the code spaces and the initial data for a TNS/X native process.
Contrast with TNS/E native object file.

TNS/X native
process

A process initiated by executing a TNS/X native object file. See also TNS process. Contrast
with TNS/E native process.

TNS/X native
user library

A user library available to TNS/X native processes in the Guardian and Open System Services
(OSS) environments. A TNS/X native user library is implemented as a dynamic-link library
(DLL). Contrast with TNS/E native user library.

TNS/X pTAL
compiler

An optimizing native-mode compiler that processes pTAL source code as input and generates
TNS/X object code. See also TAL compiler. Contrast with TNS/E pTAL compiler.

U

user library An object file that the operating system links to a program file at run time. A program can have
only one user library. See also TNS/E native user library and TNS/X native user library.
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X

xld utility A utility that collects, links, and modifies code and data blocks from one or more TNS/X object
files to produce a target TNS/X native loadfile. See also Binder. Contrast with eld utility.

xnoft utility A utility that reads and displays information from TNS/X native object files. Contrast with enoft
utility.
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Index

Symbols
_TNS_E_TARGET, 41
_TNS_X_TARGET, 41

A
Accelerated execution mode, 60, 63, 65, 66
Accelerated object file, 64
accessing

updates, 56
Architecture, TNS/X native, 27
Augmented object file, 64

B
Binder utility

L-series, 63
Build script changes

and COBOL programs, 48
and pTAL programs, 51
C and C++ programs, 45

C
C

conditional compilation, 42
feature test macro, 41
migration tasks, 36
pragmas, 41
run-time library, 21, 22, 43
TNS compiler, 63
TNS/X native compiler, 18, 36

C++
conditional compilation, 42
feature test macro, 41
migration tasks, 36
pragmas, 41
TNS compiler, 63
TNS/X native compiler, 18, 36

C++ run-time libraries, 43
C++ standard run-time library DLLs, 21

ZCPP2DLL, 22
ZCPP3DLL, 44
ZCPPCDLL, 22, 44

c89 flags
-Weld, 42
-Weld_obey, 42
-Wxld, 42
-Wxld_obey, 42

c89 utility
OSS, 26, 36
PC, 36

c99 flags
-Weld, 42
-Weld_obey, 42
-Wxld, 42
-Wxld_obey, 42

c99 utility
OSS, 26

CCOMP command, 36
CCPMAINX, 37
CCPPMAIN, 37
CMAIN64, 37
CMAIN64X, 37
COBOL, 47

arithmetic , 22
CALL statement, 47
file-mnemonic clause, 47
files renamed, 47
migration tasks, 48
run-time library, 22
SPECIAL-NAMES paragraph, 47
TNS compiler, 63
TNS/X native compiler, 19
TNSX native compiler, 46

COBOL directives
CONSULT, 47
GLOBALIZED, 47
INSPECT, 47
LIBRARY, 47
SEARCH, 47

COBOL files
ECOBEX0, 47
ECOBEXT, 47

Code segments
processes, 28

Code spaces, TNS, 61
Common code for G-series and H-series, 50
Common Run-Time Environment

L-series, 25
run-time library, 22

Compilers
native C, 18, 36
native C++, 18, 36
native COBOL, 19, 46
pTAL, 20
TNS C/C++, COBOL, pTAL, 63

Conditional compilation
in C and C++ programs, 42
in pTAL programs, 50

CONSULT directive, 47
contacting Hewlett Packard Enterprise, 56
CORBA see NonStop CORBA
CPPCOMP command, 36
CRE

See Common Run-Time Environment, 25
CRTLNSX, 37
CRTLSNE, 37
customer self repair, 57

D
Data segments

processes, 28
Data spaces, TNS, 61
DCT limits, increased

changes required for native programs, 32
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DEBUG procedure, 53
Debugging tools, 23

Inspect/X, 65
Native Inspect, 24

DEFINETOG directive
pTAL, 49

Directives, COBOL
CONSULT, 47
GLOBALIZED, 47
INSPECT, 47
SEARCH, 47

Directives, pTAL
DEFINETOG, 49
GLOBALIZED, 49
RESETTOG, 49

DLLs, 30
and PIC, 30
C++ libraries, 43
implicit, 28

documentation
providing feedback on, 57

Dynamic-link libraries see DLLs

E
ELD

Pragmas, 41
ELD pragma, 41
ENDPOINT entity, 52
enoft utility

overview of, 23
Enscribe files, changes required for, 34
ENTER statement, 47
Execution modes, TNS

accelerated, 60, 64
interpreted, 60

Extended data segment, 61
Extended General Device Support (GDSX) applications,

67

F
FABRIC entity, 53
Feature test macro

__L_Series_RVU, 41
_TANDEM_ARCH_, 41
_TNS_E_TARGET, 41
_TNS_X_TARGET, 41

File-Mnemonic clause, 47

G
GDSX applications, 67
Global NonStop Solution Center (GNSC), 55
GLOBALIZED directive, 47

pTAL, 49
GLOBALIZED pragma, 41
Globals-heap segment, 29
GNSC, 55
Guardian

XCOBOL command, 19
Guardian procedures

DEBUG, 53
PROCESS_DEBUG_, 53
PROCESSOR_GETINFOLIST_, 54
PROCESSOR_GETNAME_, 54
PROCESSORTYPE, 54
REMOTETOSVERSION, 54
TOSVERSION, 54

H
Heap, 29
Help

Hewlett Packard Enterprise NonStop Services, 55
Hewlett Packard Enterprise NonStop Services, 55

I
Implicit DLLs, 28
INSPECT attribute, 25, 66
INSPECT directive, 47
INSPECT pragma

INSPECT, 41
Inspect/X debugger on L-series RVUs, 65
Interpreted execution mode, 60, 63, 65, 66
ISO/ANSI C standard, 36
Itanium region in accelerated files, 64

J
Java see NonStop Server for Java

L
L-series

C/C++ library names, 21
changes from H- or J-series, 11
Common Run-Time Environment, 25
debugging tool, 23
development environments, 14
Inspect/X debugger, 65
native C and C++ compilers, 36
native COBOL compiler, 19, 46
native environment, 14, 17
TNS compilers, 63
TNS environment, 14, 60

Libraries see DLLs
Libraries, supplied by Hewlett Packard Enterprise, 30
LIBRARY directive, 47
Linking, 22
Loader, run-time, 22
Loadfiles, 22

M
Main stack, TNS/X, 29
Main x86 stack, 61
Maintaining common source, 31
Measure procedures

deprecated in L-series RVUs, 52
MEAS_ALLOCATE_TIMERCELLS_, 52
MEAS_BUMP_TIMERCELL_, 52
MEAS_DEALLOCATE_TIMERCELLS_, 52
MEAS_READACTIVE_, 53
MEAS_READACTIVE_MANY_, 53
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MEAS_RETRIEVE_TIMERCELLS_, 52
MEASCONFIGURE, 53
MEASINFO, 53
MEASLISTCONFIG, 53
MEASREAD, 53
MEASREAD_DIFF_, 53
MEASREADACTIVE, 53
MEASREADCONF, 53
MEASWRITE_DIFF_, 53

Memory stack, TNS/X, 29
Migrating programs to native mode

Converting programs to native mode, 13
Migration assistance

Global NonStop Solution Center (GNSC), 55
Hewlett Packard Enterprise NonStop Services, 55

Migration paths
H- or J-series TNS to L-series TNS, 13
TNS mode to native mode, 13
TNS/E native mode to TNS/X native mode, 13

Migration tasks
C and C++, 37, 45
COBOL, 48
Guardian API , 52, 54
pTAL , 49, 51
summary of, 15

Misaligned data
in TNS programs, 66

N
Native C and C++ compilers, 18, 36
Native COBOL compiler, 46

, 19
Native Inspect, 24
Native linker, 22
Native object file tool, 23
Native run-time libraries, 21
NonStop CORBA, 58
NonStop Development Environment for Eclipse (NSDEE),

21
NonStop Server for Java, 58
NonStop Tuxedo, 59
NSDEE, 21
NSDEE migration tool for ETK , 21

O
Object Code Accelerator

use on TNS/X systems, 65
Object Code Accelerator for TNS/X

compared to Object Code Accelerator, 64
description of, 64

Object file format, 29
Object files

executable, 22
OCA, use on TNS/X systems, 65
OCAX see Object Code Accelerator for TNS/X
OCAX region in accelerated files, 64
Optimization

errors exposed by, 33
reporting problems with, 68

Optimize file
creating, 70
using to collect debugging information, 69

OSS
c89 command, 18, 26
c89 flags, 42
c99 command, 18, 26
c99 flags, 42
main routine names, 37
xcobol command, 19, 46

P
PC

cross compiling on, 18
run-time library names, 21

PIC
See Position-independent code, 74

Position-independent code
defined, 74
description of, 30

Pragmas, 41
GLOBALIZED, 41
INSPECT, 41
TARGET, 41, 45
XLD, 41

Privileged x86 stack, 61
Procedures

Guardian , 52
Process File Segment, 61
PROCESS_DEBUG_ procedure, 53
Processes

code segments, 28
data segments, 28
organization, 28
organization of, 28
TNS, 60
TNS/X native, 27

PROCESSOR_GETINFOLIST_ procedure, 54
PROCESSOR_TYPE procedure, 54
pTAL

compiler, 20, 49
conditional compilation, 50
directives, 49
migration tasks , 49, 51
PC cross compiler, 49

R
remote support, 57
REMOTETOSVERSION procedure, 54
RESETTOG directive

pTAL, 49
rld utility, 22, 23
run -debug command, 24
Run-time libraries, 21
Run-time loader, 22
RUND command, 24

S
SEARCH directive, 47
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SERVERNET entity, 52
setjmp buffers, size and alignment requirements, 35
Shared Run-Time Library see SRL User code
Signals facility, 30
Snapshot files, debugging

TNS/E, 13
TNS/X, 24

Stacks
TNS/E and TNS/X, 29

support
Hewlett Packard Enterprise, 56

System library, 30
User library, 28

T
TAL compiler, 63
target flag, 36
TARGET pragma, 41, 45
target pragma, 19, 36
TNS

compilers, 60, 63
debuggers, 65
development and execution environments, 14, 60, 63
execution modes, 60
interpreted see TNS execution modes

TNS execution modes
accelerated, 60, 63, 64, 65, 66
interpreted, 60, 63, 64, 65, 66

TNS interpreted mode see TNS execution modes
TNS processes, 60
TNS/E native tools on L-series RVUs, 26
TNS/X debugging tool, 23
TNS/X native

architecture, 27
C and C++ compilers, 18, 36
COBOL compiler, 19, 46
development and execution environments, 14, 17
linker, 22
run-time libraries, 21

TNS/X pTAL compiler, 20
TNSVUX utility, 66
Tools.h++ class library, 43
Tools.h++ run-time libraries, 22
TOSVERSION procedure, 54
Tuxedo see NonStop Tuxedo

U
Undefined behavior in C/C++ programs, 44
Unstructures files, changes required for, 34
updates

accessing, 56
User data segment, 61

V
VERSION1 standard run-time library, 43
VERSION2 standard run-time library, 21, 43
VERSION3 standard run-time library, 21, 43

W
websites, 56

customer self repair, 57
Windows

c89 command, 18
c99 command, 18
xcobol command, 19

X
X86 region in accelerated files, 64
X86 stack, 61
XCOBOL command;xcobol command, 46
xcobol flags

-Weld, 47
-Weld_obey, 47
-Wglobalized, 47

xinspect
compared to einspect, 24

XLD pragma, 41
Xld utility

overview of, 22
xld utility, 30

compared to eld, 23
xnoft utility

compared to enoft, 23
xptal command, 49
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